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Chapter 1
General introduction

1

1.1

Introduction to self-assembled quantum dots

Since the pioneering work of Esaki and Tsu [1, 2] on semiconductor superlattices, the
continuous progress in epitaxial growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
enabled the fabrication of high-quality heterostructures with a high purity and a precision
approaching the atomic scale. Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) can be most easily
fabricated due to self-assembly in strained layer epitaxy. The semiconductor nanostructures
investigated during this research - InAs/GaAs and InAs/InP self-assembled QDs - are
grown by the so-called Stranski-Krastanow (SK) [3] growth mode using MBE [4, 5].
The SK-growth mode consists of the deposition of a material layer with lattice constant
ai onto a substrate of lattice constant as , with ai 6= as . If the lattice mismatch ∆a =
| ai − as | is relative small, the deposited layer will adapt itself to the crystal structure
of the substrate. Hence, the deposited layer will be grown epitaxially [6], from the Greek
words epi and taxis meaning upon and arrangement/order, respectively. For InAs (aInAs =
−aGaAs
6.058 Å) grown on GaAs (aGaAs = 5.653 Å), the relative lattice mismatch ∆a
= aInAs
as
aGaAs
≈ 7.2 %. Due to the imposed lattice structure, elastic strain within the epilayer is induced.
With the increase of the layer thickness up to a few monolayers, the strain accumulates
up to a critical value and the two-dimensional growth is energetically no longer favorable.
The strain relaxation takes place by the formation of three-dimensional islands on a thin
two-dimensional wetting layer. The formation of the islands results in a reduction of the
elastic strain energy and to an increase of the surface energy of the islands.

Figure 1.1: Atomic force microscopy image of uncovered self-assembled InAs/GaAs islands
grown on a GaAs substrate, scan field 500×500 nm2 .
An example of InAs/GaAs islands formed on a GaAs substrate is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
The image is obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM). By the overgrowth of the structure, preferentially by deposition of material with a different lattice constant with respect
to the epilayer, e.g., similar as that of the substrate, the islands are capped. Hereby, the
islands become imbedded in semiconductor material with a different band gap and QDs
are formed. Figure 1.2 depicts a cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (X-STM)
2

Figure 1.2: Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy image of an overgrown selfassembled InAs/GaAs QD, courtesy of P. Offermans [7].

image of a buried QD [7]. The size and shape of QDs as well as the number of QDs within
the structure strongly depend on the growth conditions: the sample temperature, deposition rates, annealing, growth interruption, etc. Therefore, a large variety of structures can
be grown. A typical QD sample has a density in the order of 1010 QDs/cm2 , randomly
distributed within the plane.
Nanostructures composed of thin layers of semiconductors with different band gaps, introduce a spatially varying potential energy landscape, which spatially confines the charge
carriers within the structure. By decreasing the dimensions of the heterostructure comparable to the carrier’s De Broglie wavelength, the wave vector space (k-vector space) is
reduced. In QDs the carriers are spatially confined in all three directions inducing a threedimensional confinement potential well, which gives rise to a discrete energy spectrum, i.e.,
a delta-function-like density of states (DOS).
The time-independent Schrödinger equation for carriers within a QD becomes
~ 2 ∇2
[−
+ V (x)]Ψ(x) = EΨ(x),
2m

(1.1)

with ∇2 the three-dimensional Laplacian operator, m the effective mass, V the potential
energy depending on the spatial coordinates x = (xi , xj , xk ), E the carrier energy, and
Ψ the carrier wave function. In the case of a simplified QD geometry, where we assume a
rectangular box with lengths Lxi , Lxj , and Lxk - the so-called particle in a box model - the
solution of the Schrödinger equation Eq. (1.1) for electrons (e) and holes (h) becomes [8]
s
απxi
βπxj
γπxk
8
e,h
sin(
) sin(
) sin(
),
(1.2)
Ψα,β,γ (xi , xj , xk ) =
Lxi Lxj Lxk
Lxi
Lxj
Lxk
Eα,β,γ = E c,v ±

~2 π 2 α 2
β2
γ2
~2 k 2
( 2 + 2 + 2 ) = E c,v ±
,
2me,h Lxi Lxj
Lxk
2me,h

(1.3)

with integer numbers α, β, and γ. E c and E v in Eq. (1.3) denote the conduction and
valence band edges, respectively. In Eq. (1.3), k denotes the magnitude of the wave vector
3

Figure 1.3: Photoluminescence spectrum of a quantum dot ensemble illustrating the inhomogeneous broadening of the emission spectrum due to the QD size distribution. The
luminescence spectrum is obtained from identical but overgrown QDs as is depicted in Fig.
1.1 [17].

k = (kxi ,kxj ,kxk ), which forms a three-dimensional space with axes kxi ,kxj , and kxk and
planes at kxi =( Lπx ), ( L2πx ),..., with similar expressions for kxj and kxk .
i
i
For more realistic QD geometries, e.g., as depicted in Fig. 1.1, 8×8 k·p [9, 10], atomistic
pseudopotential [11, 12], or unrestricted Hartree-Fock [13] calculations are more appropriate, which take into account not only the shape of the QD but also the strain distribution
within the structure (inducing piezoelectric fields [9, 14, 15]) and the composition gradients
[15, 16]. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
From Eq. (1.3) the discrete energy levels of the QD are observed. Hence, the QD DOS
becomes a summation of delta-functions,
X
D(²) ∝
δ(² − Exi − Exj − Exk ),
(1.4)
xi ,xj ,xk

where, δ denotes the Dirac delta-function.
The calculations presented above, are based on a single QD or on an ensemble of
identical QDs. Since the electron and hole wave functions strongly depend on the specific
QD configuration, i.e., the geometry, the strain field, and the composition gradients, the
optical transition energy will slightly vary for each individual QD [18]. An ensemble of
self-assembled quantum dots, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.1, includes of a variety of QDs, in
which each individual QD has its own emission spectrum. Hence, the density of states of an
ensemble becomes a summation of the individual density of states. In photoluminescence,
the bound electron-hole pairs or excitons within each individual QD contribute to the
inhomogeneously broadened QD photoluminescence spectrum, as depicted in Fig. 1.3.
4

Figure 1.4: Typical time-resolved differential reflection signal.

In general, quantum dot nanostructures are studied by means of photoluminescence.
However in this thesis, the carrier dynamics within the QDs is studied by means of twocolor pump-probe time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy (TRDR). This experimental technique allows us to monitor the transient reflection changes induced by the
pump-generated carriers. An advantage of reflection spectroscopy with respect to luminescence based techniques is, that TRDR is insensitive to luminescence efficiency. That
is, the photoluminescence intensity of III − V semiconductor QDs decreases strongly with
increasing temperature: a decrease in the order of 102 -103 when the sample temperature
is increased from 5 to 293 K. This means also that QD nanostructures with a low luminescence efficiency such as low-temperature grown QDs [19] can be investigated by means of
TRDR.
A typical TRDR measurement signal is presented in Fig. 1.4. A TRDR time-trace
as is shown in this figure, gives us information on: (I) the carrier capture and relaxation
dynamics, obtained from the rise of the signal, (II) the exciton (non)radiative lifetime
within a single QD energy level, deduced from the decay time, and (III) the QD density
of states, obtained from the signal amplitude as function of the probe wavelength.

1.2

Applications of quantum dots in semiconductor
devices

The unique optical and electro-optical properties of QDs make artificial semiconductor
structures with embedded QDs not only interesting for fundamental studies, but also interesting for novel device applications [20, 21]. For instance, QDs are good candidates for
the realization of quantum gates for quantum computation [22, 23], or as a single photon
source for quantum communication. These devices will in turn be indispensable for the
realization of a secure communication network based on quantum cryptography. Other
5

advantages of devices with QDs as the active medium in commercial and technological devices, are the improved thermal stability, the extended spectral range for optical emission,
a higher optical gain, and the decrease of the threshold current density for QD laser diodes
[24] with respect to quantum well based applications. In addition, QD based semiconductor optical amplifiers are predicted to have an enhanced bit rate and a higher output power
compared to bulk as well as quantum well based amplifiers [25].
The merger of QDs with two-dimensional photonic crystals (PCs) [26, 27, 28], which
can be used to establish a nanocavity [27] or an ultra compact optical waveguide [26, 29],
is an important achievement in applied solid state physics. In these QD-nanocavities, both
the charge carriers and the photons can eventually be confined in all three dimensions.
Structures that combine QDs and PCs, enable the development of integrated optical systems [30] exploiting the optical properties of single QDs [31], and are promising candidates
for the development of high-speed low-power temperature-insensitive optical devices. From
a more fundamental point of view, these structures are also of interest for the study of the
modification of the QD spontaneous emission rate through the Purcell effect [32], and the
study of quantum optics.
The optical properties of a QD grown in a high-quality factor (Q-factor) nanocavity will
be affected by the nanocavity as a result of the coupling of the single photon electromagnetic
field in the nanocavity with the QD-emitter. An enhancement the QD radiation of the
desired mode, that is the resonant cavity mode, will be established while suppressing the
other modes. Nowadays, pillar microcavities with Q-factors [33, 34] in the order of 104
have been achieved. Hence, the embedding of QDs in PCs might result in the development
of an all-optical computer.

1.3

Scope of this thesis

The topic of this thesis is transient pump-probe differential reflection spectroscopy performed on self-assembled quantum dot nanostructures, with an emphasis on the dynamics
of the pump-generated carriers within the nanostructure and the coupling of the excitons
in the the QDs with the photon field. The knowledge of the carrier dynamics in QD nanostructures is of crucial importance for the development of new generation devices using QDs
as the active medium. In this thesis, we explore various experimental configurations of differential reflection spectroscopy, and we apply this experimental technique to different QD
nanostructures.
In Chapter 2, we start with an introduction to the theory of differential reflection spectroscopy on QD nanostructures, and derive the QD optical response function. To provide
a basis for the subsequent chapters, an overview of the carrier dynamics in QD nanostructures is presented. This includes carrier capture into the QD, carrier relaxation within the
QD, and carrier recombination. Regarding carrier recombination, the influence of radiative coupling (Dicke-effect) on the spontaneous emission rate of a QD ensemble is discussed.

6

Carrier capture and relaxation in self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots are studied
experimentally in Chapter 3. The investigated structure consists of five QD layers. We
observe that the rise time of the differential reflection signal and the carrier lifetime of the
first excited state are both longer than the rise time of the differential reflection signal of
the QD ground state. From these observations, we conclude that the excited state does
not act as an intermediate state. In addition for high excitation density, we observe a temperature dependent plateau in the initial rise time of the differential reflectivity signal as
a function of pump excitation density, contradicting an Auger scattering based relaxation
model. Both these experimental results point toward an energy relaxation of the carriers
through the continuum background, which is followed by a single LO phonon emission
toward the QD ground state. The relaxation through the continuum background is governed by Coulomb or acoustic phonon coupling between the continuum and the discrete
QD energy levels.
In Chapter 4, a theoretical model of the electromagnetic response of a QD ensemble
is presented. Initially the interaction of a single QD with an applied electromagnetic field
is derived, which is subsequently extended to describe the interaction of an ensemble of
identical and non-identical QDs with the electromagnetic field. We observe that the electromagnetic response strongly depends on the average distance between the QDs which
modifies the differential reflection spectrum as well as the QD spontaneous emission rate of
the ensemble. We find new expressions for the depolarization shift of the exciton resonant
frequency and for the enhancement of the carrier lifetime within a QD ensemble. Within
the inhomogeneously broadened QD ensemble, interactive sub-ensembles appear which
seem to be mutually radiatively coupled. The polariton lifetime of such a sub-ensemble
is determined by the average distance between the radiatively coupled QDs. These theoretical predictions have been confirmed by pump-probe time-resolved differential reflection
measurements in which we observe for the first time a strong resonant behavior of the
radiative lifetime.
In Chapter 5, we present results on the linear dichroism of self-assembled QDs. We
present results obtained by polarization-resolved reflection measurements performed on
nearly circular InAs/GaAs quantum dots. A linear polarization anisotropy of the differential reflection is observed, revealing the dichroic character of the QD reflection with a
preferential direction orientated along the [110] crystal axis. We observe that the polarization anisotropy of the reflectivity is strongly dependent on the pump excitation density.
That is, the anisotropy decreases with increasing excitation density. This pump power
dependence is described by a binomial model taking into account the statistics of carrier
capture into a limited number of QDs.
In Chapter 6, we observe coherent acoustic phonon oscillations in the differential reflectivity time response of QD clusters. Here, we utilize transient differential reflection spectroscopy on a single layer of strain engineered InAs quantum dot clusters grown on (311)B
GaAs. We observe the excitation of coherent acoustic phonons: the quasilongitudinal and
7

quasitransverse phonon mode. Carrier capture within the ordered QD clusters excites coherent acoustic phonons, which induce a transient modulation of the local strain-induced
piezoelectric field within the QD structure. The excited acoustic phonons modulate the
optical properties of the QDs through the quantum-confined Stark effect, causing distinct
oscillations of the differential reflection signal.
In Chapter 7, we study the energy and excitation density dependence of the carrier
dynamics in a single layer of self-assembled InAs quantum dots grown on an InP substrate,
which emit in the 1.55 µm wavelength region at room temperature. We observe ultrafast
carrier capture and subsequent carrier relaxation into the QD ground state. The carrier
lifetime in the QDs strongly depends on the QD optical transition energy within the QD
ensemble as well as the carrier density, in agreement with the observations as are reported
in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 8, time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy is performed using circularly polarized light on a QD nanostructure which consists of five layers of InAs/GaAs
QDs. Although all measurements are performed in the absence of an applied magnetic
field, we observe an unexpected large circular polarization anisotropy in the differential
reflection signal. We interpret this observation as a result of induced magnetism, which is
revealed through the strong coupling of the QD-exciton with circular polarized light.

8

Chapter 2
Carrier dynamics in quantum dots:
theoretical considerations

9

This chapter treats the basic theory of differential reflection spectroscopy and carrier
dynamics in semiconductor quantum dot (QD) nanostructures. Starting from a basic
geometrical reflection theory in Section 2.1, the carrier induced reflection change of an
inhomogeneously broadened QD ensemble is derived. The change of the QD reflection
presented as the differential reflection, is determined by the static response function of the
QD ensemble. In this thesis, however, differential reflection spectroscopy will be used in
the time domain by means of time-resolved differential reflectivity (TRDR). In order to
be able to interpret the temporal characteristics of the TRDR signals, the dynamics of
photogenerated carriers within the structure has to be known. Therefore in Section 2.2
an overview is presented, explaining the prominent processes involving the initial carrier
dynamics, which are the carrier capture into the QD and the intralevel carrier relaxation
in the QD. Section 2.3 deals with the carrier lifetime within a single QD and within an
ensemble of QDs after the relaxation to the QD ground state. This section shows that
inter-QD coupling affects the carrier lifetime within individual QDs, as described by the
Dicke effect. In Section 2.4 the carrier dynamics as described in the previous sections is
interpreted in a cascade relaxation model. Finally, in Section 2.5 the experimental details
concerning TRDR are presented.

2.1

Differential reflection spectroscopy

In this section, the differential reflection spectrum is derived based on a multiple layer
structure with identical QDs, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.1. We will consider InAs
QDs embedded in GaAs with an optical transition energy of the ground state far below
the GaAs band gap energy (1.52 eV at 5 K). This assumption is well justified for InAs
QDs as described in this thesis, which have ground state transition energies of 1.1 eV or
less. The interaction of radiation and free carriers described by the Drude model, which is
important at terahertz frequencies, is neglected in our derivations.
For the derivation of the differential reflection equation, a procedure similar to that of
Tassone et al. [35] is used. Although, this method was initially developed to describe the
response of quantum well systems, we will assume that the model is also suitable for the
description of the reflection response of QD nanostructures. Justification of this assumption
lays in the fact that the QD size is small compared to the wavelength of the probe laser.
That is, the QDs can be treated as electrically small objects [36, 37]. The electromagnetic
response of the nanostructure can be derived by means of an effective medium theory [37].
Because the QD volume fraction fQD is significantly smaller than the volume fraction of
the host medium, we will use the Maxwell-Garnett approach [38, 39, 40, 41] to describe
the dielectric properties of the nanocomposite. In this approach, the effective permittivity
εef f of the QD layer is given by
εQD − εh
εef f − εh
= fQD
,
εef f + 2εh
εQD + 2εh

(2.1)

with εQD (εh ) the permittivity of the QDs (GaAs host medium). For the calculations as
10

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a QD nanostructure with n layers of QDs. The probe light
is partly reflected and partly transmitted at the air-GaAs boundary. Subsequently, the
transmitted light will be reflected by the different layers in the structure, and contribute to
the total reflection. The order of the reflection is determined by the number of reflections
within the structure.

presented below, a QD layer will be approximated by a thin layer with an average refractive
√
index, nQD = εef f .
If an electromagnetic wave propagates across an interface between two media with different optical properties, its intensity will be divided between a refracted and a reflected
wave. Assume that the wave propagates from vacuum into a dielectric medium with complex refractive index N = n + iκ, with n the real refractive index and κ the attenuation
index. The boundary conditions arising from Maxwell’s equations require that the tangential components of the electric and magnetic part are continuous across the boundary.
Using the boundary conditions, the reflection of the electromagnetic wave can be presented

11

by the Fresnel’s formulae [42, 43, 44]
cos θ − (N 2 − sin2 θ)1/2
,
cos θ + (N 2 − sin2 θ)1/2
N 2 cos θ − (N 2 − sin2 θ)1/2
,
=
N 2 cos θ + (N 2 − sin2 θ)1/2

rn =

(2.2)

rp

(2.3)

with rn and rp the reflection coefficient for the electromagnetic field components perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence, respectively, and θ denotes the angle of
incidence. The transmission coefficients are given by tn = rn + 1 and N tp = rp + 1. The
attenuation index of the dielectric medium causes a phase shift, and hence, rn and rp become complex. In case of normal incidence θ = 0, the complex reflection coefficients are
written by:
n + iκ − 1
rp = −rn = r =
= |r|eiδ ,
(2.4)
n + iκ + 1
with δ the phase shift gained by the wave, which is given by tan δ= 2κ/(n2 + κ2 − 1).
Note that also the transmitted wave has a phase shift. The intensity of the transmitted
electromagnetic field is given by [43]:
(1 − R)2 e−αd (1 − κ2 /n2 )
It = I0
,
1 − R2 e−2αd

(2.5)

with I0 = |E0 |2 the field intensity before penetration into the dielectric medium. R denotes
the reflectivity given by R= |r|2 , α is the absorption coefficient of the medium, and d is
the penetration depth.
A schematic illustration of the QD nanostructure and the reflections induced by each
layer is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The angle of the light path with respect to the QD plane is
only by way of illustration. Hereinafter, the electromagnetic wave is assumed to propagate
perpendicular to the QD plane. The total light reflection due to the QD structure is a
superposition of the reflections of all interfaces. Taking into account all interference terms
between the individual QD layers and surface reflections, the total sample reflection is
calculated analytically in analogy with Ref. [35], and can be described as
X
X
2
|rtot |2 = |rs +
Ck rQD eiφk + Cb rb eiφb +
Dk rs rQD
e2iφk + · · · + M |2 .
(2.6)
k

k

GaAs −nair
, with nGaAs the refractive index
Where rs denotes the surface reflectivity rs = nnGaAs
+nair
of GaAs. rQD and rb represent the reflectivity of a single QD layer and the back surface,
respectively. The summation takes into account the contributions of the individual QD
layers with a relative phase φk induced by the optical path length of the GaAs barrier
layers. C and D are correction terms which take into account the amplitude change due
to reflection and absorption of the different layers, and M represents the higher order
and mixed reflection terms. That are the terms due to multiple reflections on different
QD layers. The first three terms on the righthand side of Eq. (2.6) are the zeroth order
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reflections (single reflection) whereas the double reflection on the QD layers is taken into
account by the fourth term, etc. In this model, we will neglect the absorption of the probe
light within the GaAs barriers, because the absorption coefficient α of GaAs is small within
the energy window of the probe light [45, 46, 47], and because the GaAs layer thickness
d is usually relatively small. Hereby, the amplitude change is primarily determined by
the surface of the sample with transmittance ts . In addition, for GaAs the value of the
attenuation index is much smaller than the real part of the refractive index (κ ¿ n) within
the probe energy window. This means that, we can neglect the induced phase shift: δ =
0. We can write for the correction terms D ' C = t2s = 1 − rs2 , for all k.
Within the experiment, discrimination between the surface reflection, including the
QDs, and the backside reflection can be made by changing the position of the probe laser
focal point. Therefore, we will neglect the contribution of the backside to the total reflection
signal. We can rewrite Eq. (2.6), without loss of generality, as
2

|rtot | = |rs + rQD

X
k

Ceiφk
|2 .
iφ
k
1 − Crs rQD e

(2.7)

Due to the fact that rQD ¿ 1, Eq. (2.7) can be simplified by
X
|rtot |2 ' |rs + CrQD
eiφk |2 ,

(2.8)

k

hence,
|rtot |2 = rs2 + Crs∗ rQD

X

eiφk + Crs (rQD

X

eiφk )∗ + |CrQD

k

k

X

eiφk |2 .

(2.9)

k

For normal incidence, the reflection coefficient of a thin homogeneous QD layer in the
vicinity of its transition energy (~ω0 ) can be written as [48, 49, 50]
rQD (ω) =

−iΓ
,
(ω − ω0 ) + i(Γ + γ)

(2.10)

where ~Γ denotes the radiative broadening and ~γ the homogeneous nonradiative broadening of the reflectance spectrum. Rewriting Eq. (2.10) as
rQD (ω) = −

(Γ + γ) + i(ω − ω0 )
Γ,
(ω − ω0 )2 + (Γ + γ)2

(2.11)

and introducing the QD reflectivity into Eq. (2.9), we obtain
X (Γ + γ) cos φk + (ω0 − ω) sin φk
Γ]
|rtot (ω)|2 = rs2 (ω) − 2Crs (ω)[
2
2
(ω
−
ω
0 ) + (Γ + γ)
k
+C 2 |rQD |2

cos(zφ0 − φ0 ) − 1
.
cos(φ0 ) − 1
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(2.12)

Here, we assume z layers of QDs with equal spacing dQD , which introduces a phase difference φ0 due to the optical path length between adjacent layers. Hereby, the phase of each
QD layer becomes φk = kφ0 . The third term in Eq. (2.12) is small with respect to the first
and second term, and will be neglected hereinafter. Equation (2.12) can be simplified to:
Rtot (ω) = Rs (ω) + RQD (ω).

(2.13)

The total reflection becomes a summation of the surface reflection Rs and the QD reflection
RQD . In this case the expression for the QD reflection can be written in the form RQD (ω)
= L(ω)Γ(ω), by introducing a line shape factor L(ω). Note that we postulate a frequency
dependence of Γ, which will be justified in Chapter 4. That is, Γ is assumed to be strongly
dependent on the QD transition energy.
In two-color pump-probe differential reflection spectroscopy, the photon energy of the
excitation pulses is tuned above the GaAs band gap energy. Within the probe energy
window which is far below the GaAs band gap, the pump induced changes of the GaAs
refractive index can be neglected [51, 52]. Hereby, the refractive index changes are considered to be instantaneous with respect to the carrier occupation dynamics within the
QDs. Therefore, the change of the sample dielectric function can be ascribed to the carrier
induced change of the QD absorption, ∂α/∂η, as a result of energy level occupation in the
quantum dot. Here, η is defined as the carrier density. In addition, due to the QD energy
level occupation the radiative broadening will be altered. Thus for two-color TRDR, the
pump-induced reflection change within the probe energy window can be written as
∂
∂
∂Γ ∂
Rtot (ω) =
RQD (ω) = −
·
[L(ω)Γ(ω)],
∂η
∂η
∂η ∂Γ

(2.14)

which can be rewritten to:
∂
∂Γ
∂
∂
Rtot (ω) = ∆Rtot (ω) = − [Γ(ω) L(ω) + L(ω) Γ(ω)]
∂η
∂η
∂Γ
∂Γ
0
= −∆Γ(ω)[Γ(ω)L (ω) + L(ω)],

(2.15)

∂
and L0 = ∂Γ
L. Note that the phase φ in the contribution of the QD
with ∆Γ = ∂Γ
∂η
layers is defined with respect to the sample surface reflection [Eq. (2.12)], but can now
be interpreted as a relative phase between the individual layers. Moreover, in case of a
symmetrical configuration, see Fig. 2.1, the odd parts, i.e., the terms with sin φk , will
cancel. Hence, L(ω) becomes a typical Lorentzian line function. Although, we have made
some assumptions, Eq. (2.15) is a general expression for the carrier induced reflection
change of a plane of identical QDs independent of the sample configuration.
For realistic QD nanostructures, due to the QD-size distribution a summation over all
homogeneously broadened QD states N (ωi ) has to be taken into account. This results in
an inhomogeneously broadened QD density of states (DOS) of the ensemble, denoted by
D(ω), such that
X
X
∆Rtot (ωi ) → −
[∆Γ(ωi )H(ωi )]N (ωi ).
(2.16)
i

i
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The terms in brackets can be interpreted as a response function of the QD reflection due to
carrier occupation of the QDs, with H(ω) = Γ(ω)L0 (ω) + L(ω). Hence, the total reflection
change becomes
∆Rtot (ω) = −Ĥ(ω)D(ω),
(2.17)
with

Z

∞

Ĥ(ω)D(ω) =

[∆Γ · H · N ]dω.

(2.18)

−∞

R
P
Due to the finite width of H, it is more appropriate to substitute
∆ΓHN by [∆ΓHN ].
From Eq. (2.17) we conclude that the differential reflection signal ∆R
, is determined by the
R
QD DOS and the QD response function Ĥ, which includes the carrier lifetime τd = Γ−1 ,
and the carrier induced change of the radiative emission rate ∆Γ.

2.2

Carrier dynamics in quantum dots: capture and
relaxation

In order to describe the dynamics of photogenerated carriers in a QD nanostructure, we
initially propose a QD band structure as is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This figure
depicts the QD ground state and the (multiple) excited states which are denoted by |gi and
|ei, respectively. Similar as in the experiment (Section 2.5) a pump laser which is tuned
above the GaAs band gap energy, generates free carriers in the GaAs barriers surrounding
the InAs QDs. The high-energetic carriers prefer to go to the lowest energy state available
in the structure, which drives the carriers to diffuse in the GaAs toward energetically lower
states, e.g., the QD energy states. For the description of the carrier dynamics, the overall
dynamics is divided in three parts, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.2: (I) carrier diffusion in
the barrier and carrier capture from the surrounding layers - the wetting layer and host
medium - into the QD upper energy level, (II) intralevel energy relaxation, and (III)
(non)radiative carrier recombination which is characterized by the carrier lifetime within
the QD ground state. The primary mechanisms involved in the process which are taken
into account by part (I) and (II), are discussed in this section. The final part in the
general carrier dynamics (III) is described in Section 2.3.
Carrier diffusion and carrier capture Photogenerated carriers in the GaAs barriers
will diffuse within the GaAs toward the InAs QDs where they have the probability to
be captured, as denoted by (I) in Fig. 2.2. A part of the free carriers will recombine
(non)radiatively within the barrier or wetting layer (WL) without being captured in the
QDs. Although the QDs act as local stressors which modify the material properties in
the vicinity of the QDs, it is assumed that the carriers diffuse in the barrier similar as in
bulk GaAs. The hot or highly-energetic carriers thermalize very rapidly by emission of LO
phonons and Coulomb scattering within the three-dimensional (3D) GaAs barrier layers,
as they diffuse toward the QDs. Due to the spatial distribution of the pump-generated free
carriers within the barriers, with respect to the localized QDs, the individual carriers have
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the band structure depicting the GaAs barrier layers
and the QD. The QD ground state and the multiple excited states are denoted by |gi
and |ei, respectively. The pump laser pulse generates a free electron (e) and a free hole
(h), within the GaAs. The subsequential carrier dynamics in the structure is divided in
three parts: (I) carrier diffusion toward the QD and the carrier capture into the QD, (II)
intralevel carrier relaxation, and (III) carrier recombination.

a different diffusion length. Hereby, the effective carrier capture time of an ensemble of
QDs (including the diffusion time) will be averaged over the capture times of all individual
carriers.
During the proces in which the carrier is captured into one of the upper discrete energy
levels of the QD, the energetic carrier will loose its redundant energy by emission of LO
phonons or, at higher carrier densities, by Coulomb scattering [53, 54, 55], as illustrated
in Fig. 2.3(a). The WL which forms a two-dimensional (2D) barrier layer, is expected to
enhance the carrier capture efficiency. However as is shown by Sanguinetti et al. [56, 57],
even without the presence of a WL the carrier capture process is fast. The mechanisms
possibly involved in the carrier capture process from the high-dimensional region into the
spatially confined region (QD) are illustrated in Fig. 2.3, with e (h) denoting the electron
(hole). Below the carrier capture mechanisms as depicted in Fig. 2.3 are explained.
(a) Carrier-phonon interaction: The carrier (electron or hole) in the 3D-barrier losses
its energy by emission of a single LO phonon, during the capture process to the 2D-WL.
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Figure 2.3: Carrier capture mechanisms, as described in the text.

The carrier in the WL is subsequently captured in the QD by emission of an other LO
phonon. Carrier capture by a multiple phonon emission proces, e.g., two LO phonons or
LO + LA phonon, is also possible but generally much slower.
(b) 3D(2D) e-e scattering: Two carriers collide within the GaAs barrier or WL: two
electrons in the conduction band or two holes in the valence band. As a result, one electron
is captured by the WL or QD whereas the second electron is scattered to a higher energy.
This scattering process is known as Auger scattering of type I.
(c) 2D e-h scattering: An electron in the WL conduction band interacts with a hole in
the WL valence band, hereby promoting the electron to the 3D-barrier or to a higher energy
state in the WL as the hole is capture by the QD. This capture mechanism represents a
type I Auger capture process.
(d) 2D-e 0D-h scattering: A confined hole is excited from a QD energy state into the
WL (or a higher QD energy state) by means of Coulomb interaction with an electron in
the WL, which is subsequently captured by the QD. (Type II Auger capture process)
In addition, the Auger scattering rate is proportional to the carrier density in the barrier
and WL. Thus by increasing the carrier density, the Auger scattering rate is enhanced.
Subsequently, an enhancement of the carrier capture by the QD is established.
Carrier relaxation In structures of higher dimensionality, such as bulk and quantum
wells, the carrier relaxation is governed by LO phonon emission. In low-dimensional structures such as QDs, the separation of the discrete energy levels generally mismatch with the
LO phonon energy (36-37 meV for GaAs), such that single LO phonon mediated relaxation
is no longer energetically allowed. Based on this simplified model, a phonon-bottleneck was
predicted [58, 59, 60] which would result in a low efficiency of the QD luminescence. In
reality, the initially predicted phonon-bottleneck is seldom observed in experiments. In
contrast to the supposed suppressed relaxation, the experimentally observed carrier relaxation process is relatively fast, ranging from 1 ps up to tens of ps. This means that
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the phonon-bottleneck is circumvented in the carrier relaxation process. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the fast relaxation. Figure 2.4 illustrates some of the
prominent mechanisms with: (a) Multiple phonon emission based carrier relaxation, (b)
Auger mediated carrier relaxation, (c) e-h Coulomb scattering and (not shown) polaron
interactions.
Ad. (a): The confined carrier relaxes to a lower QD state by means of i·LO + j·LA
and/or i·LO + j·TA phonon emission, with i, j the integer number of phonons involved.
This relaxation mechanism is relatively slow. In addition due to strain and material inhomogeneities, the finite spectral width of the phonon line is broadened. In combination
with the lifetime broadening of the QD energy levels, the relaxation probability between
energy levels with a separation energy within a few meV of the LO phonon energy becomes
larger [55, 61, 62].
Ad. (b): Two electrons in the QD conduction band scatter, hereby promoting one
electron to the WL whereas the other relaxes down in energy within the QD. A similar
processes may occur for holes in the QD valence band.
Ad. (c): Coulomb scattering between an electron and a hole both confined in the QD.
Sufficient energy of the electron is transferred to the hole, in order to relax the electron to
a lower QD energy state, and shifting the hole (which has gained energy) to a higher QD
energy state or to scatter the hole into the WL [62]. The opposite process, this is Coulomb
scattering where the hole transfers its reductant energy to the electron, is also possible but
less important in practice since the hole relaxation via mechanism (a) is expected to be
faster.
The carrier scattering based relaxation processes, as depicted in Fig. 2.4 (b) and (c),
strongly depend on the carrier density within the structure. That is, the scattering rate is
enhanced with the increase of the number of carriers. For spatially localized carriers, e.g.,
within the QD, it is expected that the carrier-carrier scattering is suppressed. However in
the experiment, efficient e-h scattering is observed [63] even at low carrier densities.
Besides the mechanism as described above, the polaron mechanism [64, 65] is also
an important candidate which might be involved in the carrier relaxation process. In
this mechanism, the carrier strongly interacts with the phonon of the host material and
forms a so-called polaron. Due to the coupling with the phonon continuum, the phononbottleneck for phonon emission is circumvented leading to efficient carrier relaxation within
the QD. The efficiency of the polaron mechanism is even enhanced with the increase of the
confinement strength of the QD.
Although, the relaxation processes are described as individual processes, we would like
to stress that a combination of the mechanisms is very likely and and might even enhance
the overall intralevel relaxation rate. A similar remark is valid for the carrier capture
process. For the discussion of the possible carrier thermalization mechanisms, the carrier
capture process has been decoupled from carrier relaxation and both are presented as
separate processes. In reality, a strong interplay between carrier capture and relaxation
exists and results in a smooth thermalization process.
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Figure 2.4: Carrier scattering mechanisms, as described in the text.

2.3

Carrier recombination in quantum dots: lifetime

An electron-hole pair in a single (or isolated) quantum dot, e.g., due to optical excitation,
can be described as an excited two-level atom with a spatial charge distribution which
induces a net dynamic dipole moment µatom . From time-dependent quantum mechanics, it
can be shown that the probability of light absorption and emission by an atom is related
to the dipole moment of the atom. The probability of a transition between two energy
states of the atom, is proportional to the square of the transition dipole moment integral
µ2f i = |hΨf |µ̂f i |Ψi i|2 ,

(2.19)

with µ̂f i the dipole moment operator. Ψi and Ψf represent the electronic wave functions
of the initial (i) and final (f ) states, respectively. Orientational disorder of the transition
dipole moment occurs for atoms and molecules which have a random spatial orientation.
However, the orientation and the shape of quantum dots are well defined within semiconductor nanostructures. This means that the transition dipole moments of QDs can be
assumed to be fixed. If we model the QD by dielectric spheres as is depicted in Fig. 2.5 and
introduce a transition dipole moment µQD , the electromagnetic field emitted by the QD
becomes similar to that generated by a dipole of an excited atom in vacuum. Within the
dipole approximation, the lifetime of an atom is determined by the spontaneous emission
rate [66]. Hence, the spontaneous emission rate of a QD emitter in vacuum is described
by Fermi’s Golden Rule,
2π X
|hf, Ω|Hint |i, 0i|2 δ(ωif − ωΩ ),
(2.20)
Γvac = 2
~ Ω
and arises from the interaction of the oscillator with the vacuum field modes. In Eq. (2.20)
|i, 0i and |f, Ωi denote the initial (i) and final (f ) state of the oscillator with the inclusion
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of an InAs/GaAs QD illustrating the QD dipole
moment µQD .

of the photon field (Ω), respectively. Hint takes into account the interaction of the oscillator
and the electromagnetic field, by means of the transition dipole moment. The vacuum field
modes with energy ~ωΩ are denoted by the summation, and the energy difference between
the initial and final state is given by ~ωif . δ is the Dirac delta function. Equation (2.20)
takes the form
k 3 hµQD i2
Γvac = 0
,
(2.21)
3π~ε0
where the wave vector is defined as k0 = ω0 /c with ω0 and c the resonance frequency of
the QD and the velocity of light in vacuum, respectively.
When the oscillator is embedded in a dielectric medium, the vacuum field is governed
by the local electrodynamic environment induced by the dielectric medium, and results in
a modification of the spontaneous emission rate Eq. (2.21). The environmental effect on
the optical behavior of an oscillator was initially suggested by Chako [67] in 1934, but is
nowadays known as the Purcell effect [32, 68]. The emission rate of an electrically small
spherical oscillator [36] with primitivity εs embedded in a homogeneous dielectric medium
with permittivity εd , becomes [69]
5/2

9εd
Γ=
Γvac .
(2εd + εs )2

(2.22)

The emission rate as denoted by Eq. (2.22) accounts for spherical particles. However
in reality, InAs QDs embedded in GaAs are highly non-spherical and can be visualized
as truncated pyramids, as is observed from the scanning tunnelling microscopy image as
depicted in Fig. 1.2. In addition, the QD permitivity depends strongly on the transition
energy and can be described by a Lorentzian function with eigenfrequency ω0 , and homogeneous line width Γ0 [70, 71, 72]. To circumvent these deficiencies, Eq. (2.22) is written
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Figure 2.6: Two radiatively coupled QDs: (I) lateral coupling, (II) vertical coupling.

in a more general form
Γ = ΛΓvac ,

(2.23)

with the shape, the environmental, and the energy dependence (see Chapter 4) taken into
account by Λ. At this moment we are not interested in the numerical solution of the
emission rate, and Eq. (2.23) is sufficient for the following discussion.
Similar to the influence of the surrounding medium (or host), the presence of a second emitter in the vicinity of the initial oscillator will change the local electrodynamic
environment, and hereby, the emission rate. Each oscillator experiences an electromagnetic interaction with the other oscillator due to the formation of a dipole-dipole coupling
between the two. Such a radiative coupling was initially proposed by Dicke [73], who
showed theoretically that closely spaced and resonant oscillators decay cooperatively due
to their dipole-dipole interaction. According to Dicke, the emission rate can be enhanced
(superradiance) or even suppressed (subradiance) depending on the symmetry of the system. Nowadays, the cooperative emission is known as the Dicke-effect [74, 75]. Excitons
within adjacent QDs, are also able to interact through resonant Förster energy transfer
[76]. Within the Förster model, the inter-dot coupling scales with the distance r between
the interaction dipoles by r−6 . Hence, Förster coupling is a near-field effect (on nanometer
scale), and is negligible for self-assembled QD nanostructures. In this section, only the
Dicke-effect wil be taken into account for the calculations of the inter-QD coupling.
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Figure 2.7: Emission rate of two radiatively coupled identical QDs in units of Γ0 versus
their mutual distance, Eq. (2.25), illustrating superradiance and subradiance, with k0 =
8.9×105 m−1 (~ω = 1.1 eV).

The strength of the mutual interaction determines the degree of suppression or enhancement of the emission rate, which is subsequently governed by the orientation of the
transition dipole moments and the distance between the interacting dipoles. If we assume
−
→
two emitters with transition dipole moment →
µ 1 and −
µ 2 as is depicted in Fig. 2.6, the
effective emission rate of the coupled system is written as [77, 78, 79]
Γ = Γ0 + Γ12 ,
n
3p
sin(kr12 )
→
→
−
→
→
→
Γ = Γ0 +
Γ1 Γ2 [(−
µ1·−
µ 2 ) − (→
µ1·−
r 12 )(−
µ2·−
r 12 )]
2
kr12
h cos(kr ) sin(kr ) io
12
12
−
→
→
→
→
→
−
, (2.24)
+[(→
µ1·−
µ 2 ) − 3(−
µ1·−
r 12 )(−
µ2·−
r 12 )] ×
2
(kr12 )
(kr12 )3
with Γ0 = Γvac , Γi the spontaneous emission rate of oscillator i, and Γ12 the coupling
√
induced modification of the emission rate. The wave vector is defined as k = εd k0 , r12
→
→
−
= |−
r 1−−
r 2 | is the distance between the oscillators, and →
r 12 is the unit vector along the
−
→
connecting line between the two QDs. µ i denotes the unit vector along the transition
dipole moment of QD i. Note, the coupling [Eq. (2.24)] results in a spherical wave
interaction. Both configurations as are depicted in Fig. 2.6, laterally and vertical coupling,
are described by Eq. (2.24). For a lateral interaction between two QDs (configuration I)
with initially equal emission rates and equal dipole strengths, Eq. (2.24) reduces to
n
3 h sin(kr12 ) cos(kr12 ) sin(kr12 ) io
+
−
.
(2.25)
Γ = Γ0 1 ±
2
kr12
(kr12 )2
(kr12 )3
For r12 → 0, Eq. (2.25) denotes superradiance of the antisymmetric case (antiparallel
dipole moment) and subradiance for the symmetric case (parallel dipole moment). For
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of a two dimensional array of QDs with periodicity d.

configuration II, see Fig. 2.6, we obtain
n
h cos(kr ) sin(kr ) io
12
12
Γ = Γ0 1 ± 3
−
.
2
(kr12 )
(kr12 )3

(2.26)

Hence for kr12 ¿ π/2, Eq. (2.26) denotes superradiance of the antisymmetric case and
subradiance for the symmetric case.
Figure 2.7 depicts the emission rate of two laterally coupled QDs as function of their
mutual distance r12 . The effective emission rate oscillates around the uncoupled emission
rate Γ0 and changes from superradiance for constructive interference between both emitters
to subradiance for destructive interference between both emitters as the distance increases,
and vice versa. Surprisingly, the coupling sustains even for separations exceeding the
wavelength of the emitted light as has experimentally been demonstrated by DeVoe and
Brewer [80] for trapped ions.
Quantum dot nanostructures grown by self-assembly have in general a high areal density, in the order of 1010 QDs/cm2 , which would suggest a pronounced Dicke-effect in these
structures. However, to the best of our knowledge there are no experimental observations
on the Dicke-effect in self-assembled QD nanostructures. To calculate the influence of
an ensemble of identical QD-emitters on the emission rate, thus without inhomogeneous
broadening of the QD density of states, we assume that the QDs are arranged in a two
dimensional array with periodicity d, as depicted in Fig. 2.8. Therefore, Eq. (2.24) is
expanded to take into account all QDs. This means that, not only the nearest-neighbor
QDs participate in the coupling. Figure 2.9 depicts the emission rate as a function of the
array periodicity. The periodicity dependence can be interpreted as a measure of the QD
density. Thus, an increase of d represents a decrease of the QD density.
For the calculations (Fig. 2.9) the size of the QD is not taken into account: the QDs
are assumed to be infinitesimally small, and the QD dipole moments are aligned parallel.
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Figure 2.9: Emission rate of a two dimensional array of radiatively coupled QDs [Fig. 2.8]
versus the array periodicity. (b) and (c) depict enlargements of the marked sections in
figure (a). The array is formed by 100×100 lattice sites, and k0 = 8.9×105 m−1 (~ωQD =
1.1 eV).
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The emission rate of a QD array as is depicted in Fig. 2.9(b), shows a similar behavior to
that observed for two coupled QDs (Fig. 2.7), however, a much stronger damping of the
oscillation in Γ is observed for the QD array. In addition, it should be noted that the QD
separations along the x-axis are not comparable. The scales differ by approximately two
orders of magnitude. For realistic values of d ≥ 50 nm, that is for QD densities of 4×1010
cm−2 or less, the emission rate approaches the single rate Γ0 , as is depicted in Fig. 2.9(c).
For increasing array periodicity, beating effects arise in the Γ-spectrum due to interference
imposed by the structural geometry of the QD array.
In order to derive the cooperative emission of QDs within an inhomogeneously broadened DOS, the emission rate of the individual QD is determined by their individual resonance frequency within the inhomogeneously broadened DOS. That is, due to the finite
width of the QD resonance, described by a Lorentzian function with eigenfrequency ω0
[70, 71] Eq. (4.3), only those QDs with equal oscillator frequency will couple and radiate cooperatively. The coupling strength is determined by the frequency overlap. Due to
the Lorentzian-type permitivity non-resonant QDs can be interpreted as a dielectric background. In addition, the QD is formed by the deposited InAs and the GaAs host medium
and has an off-resonance permittivity which is almost equal to that of the host medium.
As a result, the periodicity d or d(ω) is proportional to the inverse of the inhomogeneously
broadened QD DOS. Hereby, the QD ensemble can be divided in several sub-ensembles of
mutual identical oscillators. Each energy position in the DOS is directly coupled to a single
point in Fig. 2.9. As deduced from Fig. 2.9, Dicke-effects [73] will play a minor role in the
emission rate of a QD ensemble and will be most probably completely overshadowed by
other effects modifying the emission rate such as strain inhomogeneities in the structure.
The calculations which are presented above, are based on a spatially symmetric QD
arrangement. However, a spatially random distribution would be a more realistic representation of the QD distribution in self-assembled QD nanostructures, but is more difficult
from a mathematical point of view. To overcome this problem, we can approximate the
spatially random distribution by an ordered system as has been reported by Persson [81]
for orientationally disordered systems. In this case, we have to substitute Γ0 by an effective
emission rate Γef f which is determined by the degree of disorder. Using an effectively ordered QD distribution, the results of the calculations as are depicted in Fig. 2.9, represent
the radiative coupling of QDs within a spatially random distribution.

2.4

Carrier dynamics: cascade intralevel carrier relaxation

For providing a reference in Chapter 3 in which we propose a different carrier relaxation
model, we will present here a simplified cascade relaxation model. The intralevel carrier
relaxation process toward the QD ground state, which is commonly assumed to be operative, is the cascade relaxation mechanism. Herein, the carrier populates each QD energy
level step-by-step, such that the eigenstates act as intermediate states. Only levels with
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Figure 2.10: (a) Schematic overview of the band scheme and the electron (e) and hole (h)
dynamics within the QD nanostructure. (b) Cascade carrier relaxation within a quantum
dot as used in Eq. (2.27).

a level-separation much less than the LO phonon energy of 36 meV might be by-passed.
The overall time of the relaxation sequence, which is the time from the upper to the lowest
energy level, is determined by the individual relaxation probability between the initial (i)
relax −1
relax
and final (f ) state, Γrelax
i→f = (τi→f ) . The probability Γi→f competes with the recombination probability, Γrecom
= (τirecom )−1 , as is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. If one of the channels
i
is more efficient, for example if the carrier recombination is fast with respect to carrier
relaxation Γrecom > Γrelax , only a few carriers will reach the quantum dot ground state.
Hence, less carriers recombine in the QD ground state.
In a simplified picture as depicted in Fig. 2.10, the thermalization of carriers within a
QD can be described in terms of coupled rate equations [82, 83]:
dn0 (t)
dt
dn1 (t)
dt
dn2 (t)
dt
dn3 (t)
dt

n0 (t)
,
τ0relax + τ0recom
n0 (t)
n1 (t)
= relax − relax
,
+ τ1recom
τ0
τ1
n1 (t)
n2 (t)
= relax − relax
,
τ1
τ2
+ τ2recom
n2 (t)
n3 (t)
= relax − recom .
τ3
τ2
= −

(2.27)

Here ni denotes the carrier density of the energy state i, and the characteristic times are
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Figure 2.11: Carrier density of level i as a function of time in units of τ0 . The densities are
calculated from Eq. (2.27) with τirelax = τ0 , τirecom =1000τ0 (i = 0..2) and τ3recom =100τ0 .

defined as τiα = (Γαi )−1 , with the rates Γαi depicted in Fig. 2.10. The competing rates Γrelax
i
= (τirelax )−1 and Γrecom
= (τirecom )−1 form an effective lifetime of the carrier within the QD
i
f
eigenstate i, given by 1/τief f = Γef
= Γrelax
+ Γrecom
. Assume that N carriers are initially
i
i
i
captured in the upper state n0 , thus we propose the initial conditions; n0 (0) = N , ni (0)
= 0, for i 6= 0. Furthermore, Γrelax is assumed to be large with respect to Γrecom . This
assumption is justified for luminescence primarily governed by the ground state radiative
recombination, which is in general the case. Increasing the carrier density and inducing QD
state filling, also the excited states will start to decay radiatively. However in this context,
no saturation phenomena are taken into account. Thus, the presented calculations are
assumed to describe the carrier dynamics in the low carrier density regime.
Figure 2.11 depicts the carrier population of the QD energy states ni versus time, as
calculated from the coupled rate equations [Eq. (2.27)]. For the calculations, values of
τirelax = τ0 and τirecom = 1000τ0 for i =0..2, and τ3recom = 100τ0 are used.
rise
of the population of
As observed from Eq. (2.27) and Fig. 2.11, the rise time τi+1
dec
level i + 1 is determined by the decay time τi , which is larger than τief f . Moreover, the
population of level i + 1 is delayed due to the cascade relaxation. Hence, the population
time of the ground state is determined by the relaxation efficiency of the whole relaxation
sequence. Subsequently, the maximum level population (ni+1 ) is determined by the balance
ef f
.
between the level filling τirelax and the effective decay τi+1
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Figure 2.12: Experimental set up of two-color pump-probe time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy.

2.5

Experimental details time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy

Carrier dynamics in QD nanostructures can be studied by means of several experimental
techniques. The most familiar and commonly used technique is time-resolved photoluminescence and can be expanded to time-resolved photoluminescence excitation. These
methods rely on the luminescence efficiency of the QD energy level, which is not only sensitive for the optical quality of the sample but is also strongly dependent on the sample
temperature. That is, III − V semiconductor QDs generally exhibit low PL efficiency at
room temperature compared to low temperature (e.g. 5 K). To circumvent the temperature dependent luminescence efficiency, optical absorption based measurement techniques
such as time-resolved differential transmission [84, 85] and reflection [86] can be used. A
practical disadvantage of the optical transmission measurements is the necessity of the removal of the substrate which makes the structure mechanically vulnerable and makes the
sample also very vulnerable to sample heating during the measurements. However in the
reflection configuration, the removal of the substrate is not necessary.
In this thesis, the carrier dynamics is investigated by two-color pump-probe timeresolved differential reflection spectroscopy (TRDR). This means that the pump-induced
change of the sample reflection is studied as a function of pump-probe time delay. The principle of TRDR is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In the following, the experimental
details are described.
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A schematic layout of the experimental set up is depicted in Fig. 2.12. A 76.6 MHz
mode-locked titanium-sapphire (Ti:S) laser is used as the pump source and generates horizontally polarized light pulses with a pulsewidth of 200 fs or 1.6 ps (sech), a spectral
resolution of 12 and 1 meV, respectively. The pump beam is focussed on the sample with
a spot size of approximately 55 µm under an angle of 45◦ with respect to the QD plane,
see Figs. 2.12 and A.2. A nonresonant optical excitation is used by tuning the pump
photon energy above the GaAs band gap energy. Hereby, free carriers are generated in
the GaAs barrier layers surrounding the QDs. The pump-generated carriers subsequently
diffuse toward the QDs where they have the probability to be captured into the QD and
where they relax down to the QD ground state, as is discussed in Section 2.2.
The carrier capture and the subsequential energy relaxation, leads to a (transient)
population of the QD energy states and induces absorption bleaching of the QD transitions.
Hence, a change of the dielectric function is induced which modulates the optical absorption
and reflection. By tuning the probe laser into resonance with the QD transition energy,
the carrier-induced changes are monitored. Pulses generated from an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) [87, 88] which is synchronically pumped by the same Ti:S laser, are used
as probe source. For the TRDR measurements on QDs emitting in the 1030-1330 nm range
a KTP -crystal (KT iOP O4 ) is used, and for those QDs emitting in the 1350-1600 nm range
a CTA-crystal (CsT iOAsO4 ) is used. Femtosecond as well as picosecond versions of both
crystals are available. The probe beam propagates perpendicular to the QD plane and
is focussed on the sample with a spot size of 25 µm by means of a graded index lens.
Probe light reflected from the sample is collected by the same lens, within the so-called
illumination and collection hybrid mode.
In order to be able to measure the carrier dynamics in the nanostructure and simultaneously the density of states of the QD ensemble, the pump beam is mechanically chopped
at a frequency of 4 kHz. Hereby, the pump-induced reflection changes can be monitored
0
by measuring the differential reflection ∆R
= R−R
, with R (R0 ) the probe reflection with
R0
R0
(without) the pump beam. In combination with a balanced photodetector and a lockin amplifier, a relative sensitivity of 5×10−7 is achieved. The signal is time-resolved by
variation of the pump-probe time delay by moving an optical delay line with a stepper
motor. The probe field polarization can be varied (linear or circular polarization) in order
to investigate the polarization dependence of the QD reflectivity.
For the measurements, the sample is mounted on a cold finger of a bath-cryostat, see
Fig. A.1, which allows sample temperatures of 5, 77, and 293 K. The QD nanostructures
are investigated by using a reflection method, therefore it is necessary that the sample
orientation can be adjusted. To meet this requirement, the sample mount is constructed
such that the sample can be tilted and rotated over approximately plus and minus 3◦ .
The adjustment of the sample orientation is performed by the tuning knobs outside the
cryostat which are connected to the sample holder. Details of the cryostat are presented
in Appendix A.
In addition to TRDR, the QD structures have been characterized by standard techniques such as photoluminescence spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, and X-ray diffraction.
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Chapter 3
Role of the continuum background in
the carrier relaxation in InAs/GaAs
quantum dots
We study the carrier capture and relaxation in self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots
(QDs) by using bleaching rise time measurements as a function of the excitation density,
both at 5, 77 and 293 K. We observe that the bleaching rise time and the carrier lifetime of
the QD first excited state are longer than the bleaching rise time of the QD ground state,
indicating that the excited state does not act as an intermediate state. For high pump
excitation density, we observe a temperature dependent plateau in the initial bleaching rise
time as a function of excitation density, contradicting an Auger scattering based relaxation
model. Both these experimental results point toward a relaxation through the continuum
background, followed by a single LO phonon emission toward the QD ground state. The
relaxation through the continuum background is governed by Coulomb or acoustic phonon
coupling between the continuum and the discrete QD energy levels.1

1

Based on Phys. Rev. B 72, 195301 (2005)
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3.1

Introduction

One of the fundamental aspects of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) is the discrete
spectrum of eigenstates, due to the three-dimensional confinement. In reality, this idealatom-picture is not observed. The deviation from the ideal-atom-picture arises when the
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum from a single QD is studied. These spectra
show not only sharp luminescence lines of the lower lying QD eigenstates but also a nonzero
continuum background [55, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. Toda et al. [89] first suggested
that the presence of such a continuum has major consequences for the energy relaxation
of excited carriers within QD nanostructures. In order to explain the nonzero background,
and moreover the associated relaxation channel, many concepts have been proposed. Toda
et al. [89] initially associated the continuum to the tail of wetting layer (WL) defects
states, to which the carriers can relax their excess energy. However, Sanguinetti et al.
[56] showed that even without the presence of the WL, fast carrier relaxation into the QD
energy ground state (GS) is possible with similar relaxation times as observed in StranskiKrastanow (SK) grown QDs. More recently, Vasanelli et al. [97] explained the continuum
background in the PLE spectrum by the existence of crossed transitions between the bound
QD states and delocalized states associated with the WL or barrier layer. Hence, ascribing
the continuum background as due to an intrinsic property of QDs. In this chapter, we will
show that the continuum background is not only important for explaining the single-QD
PLE spectrum [93, 94, 96], but the continuum background is also of prime importance in
order to explain the carrier capture and relaxation dynamics in a QD.
As suggested first by Toda et al. [89], carrier relaxation takes place through the continuum background followed by a single LO phonon emission. However, it should be noted
that relaxation through the continuum is impossible as long as we ascribe the continuum
as being due to indirect-in-real-space transitions [97] between the localized QD state and
the WL state, since these transitions are not providing a relaxation channel within the
QD. Any carrier relaxation through this continuum requires an additional coupling between the continuum and the confined QD states, either by a carrier-carrier scattering or a
phonon scattering induced process. Therefore, the efficiency of the continuum as a carrier
relaxation channel is determined by the coupling strength between the continuum and the
discrete QD energy levels.

3.2

Continuum relaxation model

In this chapter, we propose that the carrier capture and relaxation process takes place
in two steps, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.1: (i) the carrier relaxes through the continuum
with a relaxation time which is solely determined by the coupling strength between the
localized QD states and this continuum, (ii) this initial relaxation process is continued by
a single LO phonon emission process in which the carriers finally relax toward the QD
GS. From our experimental results, we obtain several strong indications supporting this
mechanism. First, at high excitation density, when Auger scattering is generally believed
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the QD DOS, showing the continuum background
which gives rise to a pathway for carrier relaxation toward the QD ground state (GS) and
bypassing the first excited state (ES). The LO phonon replica is located near the onset of
the continuum background, indicating that the carrier relaxation through the continuum is
followed by the emission of a single LO phonon. The inset depicts the indirect-in-real-space
transitions [97], which give rise to the continuum background.

to be responsible for the carrier relaxation, our data provide strong evidence that, apart
from Auger scattering, a single LO phonon emission process is still necessary in order to
complete the total relaxation process. Second, within the usual relaxation picture, the
uppermost confined QD energy levels are first occupied by carrier capture, followed by a
carrier relaxation process within the QD in which the carrier relaxes down, passing the
different exited states (ES) toward the GS [63], see Sections 2.2 and 2.4. However, our
results are in contradiction with this model, since we observe that the filling time as well
as the carrier relaxation time of the first ES are longer than the filling time of the GS. This
indicates that the carrier relaxes to the QD GS level without initially filling the excited
states, thus pointing toward a relaxation through the continuum which initially bypasses
the excited state [97, 98]. The proposed relaxation channel through the continuum, is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1 showing the single LO phonon line at the onset of the
continuum background, in accordance with observed PLE spectra [89, 93, 94].
Despite intensive investigations on the carrier capture and relaxation in QDs, the various explanations [53, 56, 59, 60, 89, 97, 99, 100] for the relaxation channel which have been
proposed do not provide a single coherent picture. In particular, a clear consensus for the
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detailed carrier relaxation mechanism is still lacking. To make an attempt to resolve this
issue, we use two-color pump-probe time-resolved differential reflectivity (TRDR) [17, 86].
Using non-resonant excitation, carriers are excited within the barriers surrounding the QDs
and diffuse from the barriers toward the QDs where they are captured and relax to the
QD ground state. The probe beam monitors the absorption bleaching in the vicinity of
the QD GS and ES transition. This experimental technique allows a direct comparison
between the low temperature and room temperature carrier capture and relaxation. Moreover, TRDR is sensitive not only to the QD GS population, but also to populations of the
excited states. The differential signal is directly related to the changes of the occupation
0
of the QD eigenstates through R−R
= ∆R
∼ (αfe + βfh ), where fe and fh are the electron
R0
R0
and hole occupation probabilities, respectively, whereas the photoluminescence (PL) signal
is proportional to the product of the two probabilities, that is, P L ∼ fe fh . Therefore, by
monitoring the occupation of the discrete QD energy states within the time domain, we are
able to monitor the dominant mechanisms involved with the carrier relaxation processes.
Finally, this technique allows us to simultaneously investigate the QD absorption spectrum,
which is directly proportional to the QD density of states (DOS), see also Section 2.1 [17],
and is insensitive to the QD luminescence efficiency.

3.3

Experimental setup and sample details

To determine the optical time response of the QDs, the sample is investigated by two-color
time-resolved pump-probe differential reflection spectroscopy [17, 86], see Section 2.5. In
this configuration, a 76.6 MHz mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Ti:S) is used as the pump
source, and is mechanically chopped with a frequency of 4 kHz. The pump pulses are
focussed on the sample with a spot size of 55 µm, exciting carriers in the GaAs barrier
layers in which they diffuse toward the QDs. The capture of the carriers into the QDs leads
to bleaching of the QD transitions, and hence, a decrease of the probe pulse absorption
and a change of the QD reflectivity. The pump-induced changes within the QD are probed
by 200 fs and 2 ps pulses which are generated from an optical parametric oscillator. The
probe pulse energy is tuned to the QD optical resonance, as is depicted in the inset of Fig.
3.3. The probe light is focussed on the sample with a spot size of 25 µm using a graded
index lens. Probe light reflected from the sample is collected by the same lens (so-called
illumination and collection hybrid mode) and is focussed on a balanced photodetector and
subsequently measured by a lock-in amplifier to achieve a relative sensitively of 5×10−7 .
The light collected by the detector is a superposition of the reflections of each layer, i.e.,
the top surface, the QD layers, and the cross-product terms, as will be described below.
The time-resolved bleaching measurements are performed on a five layer self-assembled
InAs/GaAs QD sample grown by molecular beam epitaxy on (100) GaAs, by the SK growth
mode. After the deposition of a 295 nm GaAs buffer layer at 580 ◦ C, the temperature
was lowered to 490 ◦ C for the growth of the multiple QD layers. A 30 nm GaAs layer
was deposited before the growth of the five layers of QDs: 2.1 MLs of InAs followed
by 30 nm GaAs. Hereby, the QD layers can be considered as electronically uncoupled.
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Figure 3.2: XRD spectrum of the InAs/GaAs QD sample, revealing the buried QD layers.

Finally, the sample is capped with 137 nm GaAs at a temperature of 580 ◦ C. Atomic force
microscopy images of uncapped QDs, show that the QDs are formed with an areal density
of approximately 2.8×1010 cm−2 . Moreover, the structure is investigated by high-resolution
X-ray diffraction (XRD) [101] for structural analysis, as depicted in Fig. 3.2. The XRD
spectrum clearly reveals the top four buried QD layers. The fifth layer is out of range for
the XRD measurement set up.

3.4

Differential reflectivity of quantum dot nanostructures

The derivation of the QD response function presented in this section, is a summary of the
derivation as presented in Section 2.1. For an extended derivation of the QD response
function the reader is referred to Section 2.1. In order to describe the reflection signal,
we use a procedure similar to that of Tassone et al. [35]. Although this method was
primarily developed to describe the response of quantum well systems, we assume that the
model is also suitable for the description of the reflection response of QD structures. The
QD size is small compared to the probe wavelength, such that the QDs are assumed to
be electrically small [36, 37]. Hence, the QD layer can be approximated by a thin layer
with an average refractive index, nQD . The total reflection of the QD structure, taking
into account all interferences between individual QD layer and surface reflections, can be
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calculated analytically, in analogy with Ref. [35], in which case we obtain
|rtot |2 = |rs + rQD

X
k

Ck eiφk
|2 ,
1 − Ck rs rQD eiφk

(3.1)

where rs and rQD denote the sample surface and the QD layer reflectivity, respectively.
The summation takes into account the contribution of each QD layer, with Ck a correction term for the incident intensity, which is approximately (1 − rs2 ), and φk a phase
difference induced by the total barrier width. Taking into consideration a homogeneous
QD size distribution with a resonance frequency ω0 , which is broadened by a radiative and
nonradiative linewidth Γ and γ, respectively, Eq. (3.1) can be expressed by [35, 48, 49, 102]
|rtot |2 ' rs2 − 2(1 − rs2 )rs

X (Γ + γ) cos φk + (ω0 − ω) sin φk
[
]Γ
(ω − ω0 )2 + (Γ + γ)2
k

= Rs (ω) + RQD (ω),

(3.2)

where Rs is the constant surface reflection and RQD can be written as RQD (ω) = L(ω)Γ,
by introducing a line shape factor L(ω), see Section 2.1.
Within the experiment, the photon energy of the probe light is far below the GaAs
band gap energy, such that the pump-induced change of the GaAs refractive index within
the probe energy window can be neglected [51, 52]. The carrier-induced change in the QD
∂
reflectivity, that is, ∂η
RQD (ω) = ∆RQD (ω), arises from the change in the QD oscillator
strength [49, 102] due to carrier capture, and hence, a carrier-induced change of the radiative broadening. Thus, the pump-induced reflection change within the probe energy
window is written as
∂
∂
∂Γ ∂
Rtot (ω) =
RQD (ω) = −
[L(ω)Γ(ω)],
∂η
∂η
∂η ∂Γ

(3.3)

which can be rewritten as
∂
∂Γ
∂
∂
Rtot (ω) = ∆R(ω) = − [Γ(ω) L(ω) + L(ω) Γ(ω)]
∂η
∂η
∂Γ
∂Γ
0
= −∆Γ[Γ(ω)L (ω) + L(ω)],

(3.4)

with ∆Γ = ∂Γ
and L0 = ∂L
. The amplitude and the shape of the differential reflection signal
∂η
∂Γ
depends on the QD sample structure through L(ω) and L0 (ω), which takes into account
mutual interferences of the reflection signals of the QD layers. However, in Eq. (3.2) only
the relative phase of the reflections is of importance. Due the symmetrical configuration
with respect to the central QD layer, the odd parts, i.e., sin φk , will cancel. Hence, L(ω)
becomes a typical Lorentzian line shape with a linewidth given by the radiative broadening
Γ plus the nonradiative broadening γ. For real QD structures, however, due to the QD
size distribution a summation over all homogeneously broadened QD states has to taken
into account, which results in an inhomogeneously broadened QD DOS of the ensemble
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D(ω). Hereby, the inhomogeneously broadened TRDR spectrum not only depicts the
QD absorption spectrum, but also directly mirrors the DOS of the QD ensemble. The
differential reflection signal is expressed as
∆R(ω)
R(ω) − Rtot (ω)
∆RQD (ω)
Ĥ(ω)D(ω)
=
'
=−
,
Rtot (ω)
Rtot (ω)
Rtot (ω)
Rtot (ω)

(3.5)

with Ĥ(ω) the QD response function as derived in Section 2.1, see Eq. (2.17).

3.5
3.5.1

Experimental results and analysis
Photoluminescence and differential reflection spectra

Figure 3.3 depicts the PL spectra of the QD ensemble at 5 and 293 K. For the excitation,
a cw Nd:YAG laser is used with an excitation density of 250 mW/cm2 at a photon energy
of 2.33 eV. Both spectra show a broadened main peak and a shoulder at the higher-energy
side of the spectrum. The spectrum obtained at 293 K can be well deconvoluted using
Gaussian functions with the main peak at an energy of 1.045 eV and with a width of 41
meV. However, the result of the deconvolution is not included in the figure for clarity.
Using a mode-locked Ti:S laser (5 kW/cm2 at 1.59 eV) as the excitation source, the first
excited state is well observed in the spectrum, (b) in Fig. 3.3. The excited state has a peak
energy which is shifted by 56 meV with respect to the QD GS and has a width of 58 meV.
Furthermore, the WL transition is located 168 meV above the QD GS, as is illustrated in
the inset of Fig. 3.3.
Typical measured TRDR curves shown in Fig. 3.5(a), are characterized by a rising edge
governed by the capture and relaxation time as well as a decay. In addition, information
about the QD absorption strength at the probe wavelength is contained in the amplitude of
the ∆R
signal. The solid points in Fig. 3.3 are the maxima of the TRDR signal for different
R0
probe wavelengths and thus represent the QD absorption bleaching spectrum. Figure 3.3
clearly shows both the quantum dot GS and ES, which emphasizes that the population
dynamics of the GS as well as of the ES can be individually probed. For probe energies
below 1 eV, no bleaching signal is observed. Deconvoluting the absorption spectrum by
using two Gaussian functions, provides two peaks with energies of 1.047 eV and 1.101 eV
and with widths of 41 meV and 33 meV for the ground and excited state, respectively.
It is observed that the spectra of the QD GS obtained by PL and TRDR, are in good
agreement concerning both the peak position and the width. The QD ES peak energy has
a similar shift from the GS peak energy in both PL and TRDR. We would like to point out
that similar results have been observed in our other samples with various configurations
and materials composites, e.g., Refs. [17, 103]. In addition, within the spectral resolution
of our measurements, we do not observe a Stokes shift between the absorption and the
luminescence spectra.
In order to study the confinement of the carriers in the InAs QDs, temperaturedependent PL measurements are performed between 5 and 293 K. The integrated PL
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Figure 3.3: Room-temperature PL spectra of the QD sample for cw excitation (a), 250
mW/cm2 at 2.33 eV, and pulsed excitation (b), 5 kW/cm2 at 1.59 eV. The inset depicts the
PL spectrum at 5 K (cw). The arrows indicate the photon energy of the pump and probe
pulses and the energetic onset of the WL. The TRDR spectrum or absorption bleaching
spectrum obtained at 293 K (squares), shows the GS as well as the first ES of the QD
ensemble.
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Figure 3.4: Integrated photoluminescence intensity of the QD ground state versus temperature.

intensity is maintained up to 130 K and decreases exponentially with the increase of the
temperature due to thermal quenching [104,
105], as depicted in Fig. 3.4. From the PL
R
quenching, using an Arrhenius plot of ln[ Ipl ] versus T−1 , an activation energy of 171 meV
is deduced, which is consistent with the energy difference of 168 meV between the QD GS
and the WL. Hence, a hole-confinement energy of 30-40 meV is deduced [14], which indicates that the onset of the continuum background originates from the transition between
the WL valence band continuum and the GS electron confinement state [97]. Moreover,
the onset of the continuum is located in the vicinity of the first LO phonon energy above
the QD GS energy, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

3.5.2

Carrier capture and relaxation

Quantum dot transition energy dependence
The time-evolution of the differential reflection signal of the GS and the first ES obtained
at 5 K is presented in Fig. 3.5(a), with transition energies of 1.1 and 1.17 eV, respectively.
The rise time of the bleaching signal is generally the overall carrier capture time of the
probed QD energy level. The bleaching signal reaches its maximum value after a few
picoseconds followed by an exponential decay, which directly monitors the carrier lifetime
within the QD eigenstate. The bleaching time evolution can be described by using the rate
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equations as presented in Section 2.4, with the result:
∆R
(t) ∼ [exp(−t/τdecay ) − exp(−t/τrise )].
R0

(3.6)

Here τrise and τdecay denote the bleaching rise time and decay time, respectively. The filling
of the quantum dot ES with a rise time of τrise = 24.4 ± 0.3 ps is significantly longer than
the GS rise time τrise = 11.5 ± 0.2 ps, which means that the ES is being filled at a lower rate
than the GS. Also, the decay of the excited state bleaching is much longer, τdecay = 290 ± 2
ps, than the rise time of the GS bleaching signal, indicating that the filling of the GS is not
due to carrier relaxation from the first ES. The zero-time delay point is extrapolated from
the experimental results. We want to emphasize that the rise time as is shown in Fig. 3.5,
is in all measurements equal to the initial rise time of the differential signal, as is stressed
by the enlargement in Fig. 3.5(a). To further emphasize that the observed excited state
rise time is not determined by state filling, the onset of the QD bleaching is depicted in
Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.5(c) for various excitation densities. We want to stress that for the initial
rise times, state filling can by definition still be completely ignored. Since we measure the
initial rise time, the relatively long rise time of the excited state can not be due to state
filling of the GS and subsequent filling of the ES. If we look to the rise time only, our result
implies that the QD lowest energy level is being filled through a channel which circumvents
the excited states. This mechanism is in contradiction with the idea of carrier relaxation
within a QD starting at the highest confined QD level with a subsequent relaxation passing
all other confined levels one by one [63]. On the other hand, this observation supports our
idea that the carriers relax through the continuum, continued by relaxation to the GS by
single LO phonon emission. In the latter picture, the ES rise time can be longer than the
GS rise time when the coupling of the ES with the continuum is weak as compared to the
coupling between the QD GS and the continuum. Finally, we note that if the occupation
of the QD GS was due to carrier replenishment from higher-energy QD states, the time
evolution of the GS occupation would show a plateau like behavior before the exponential
decay. This is not observed. These results more strongly suggest that carriers captured in
the excited energy states are not responsible for the initial GS bleaching.
Figure 3.5(d) depicts an overview of the initial rise time as a function of transition
energy for various temperatures. A pronounced energy dependence is observed at T = 5
K. Moreover, the observed increase of the rise time when tuning from the GS absorption
peak toward the ES absorption peak, substantiates the long ES rise time as compared to
the GS rise time.
Excitation density dependence
In order to reveal the underlying relaxation mechanism and to separate the effect of carrierphonon and carrier-carrier scattering in the capture process, we analyze the bleaching rise
time as a function of the pump excitation density. Figure 3.6(a) depicts the excitation
dependence of the bleaching amplitude at the center of the GS transition, for various
temperatures. For low excitation densities (< 100 W/cm2 ) the amplitude of the differential
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Figure 3.5: (a) Time evolution of the differential reflectivity signal of the QD GS (1.1 eV)
and the ES (1.17 eV). The initial rise of the bleaching signal has a characteristic time of
τrise = 11.5 ps and 24.4 ps for the GS and ES, respectively. The decay of the signal has a
characteristic time of τdecay = 1708 and 290 ps for the GS and ES, respectively. (b) and (c)
onset of the QD bleaching for different excitation densities, in units of P0 = 100 W/cm2 ,
for the QD GS and ES, respectively. (d) Initial rise time as a function of QD transition
energy at 5 and 293 K for an excitation density of 200 W/cm2 . The inset depicts the initial
rise time at 77 K for an excitation density of 100 W/cm2 .
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reflection signal increases linearly with increasing excitation, for all temperatures. In this
regime, an average occupation density of less than one electron or hole per dot is assumed.
For higher densities the signal deviates from the linear behavior, pointing to an increase of
the number of carriers per dot. For excitation densities above 1 kW/cm2 , the amplitude of
the reflectivity signal approaches an asymptotic value. We would like to remark that the
bleaching amplitude decreases by only a factor of 2 upon increasing the temperature from
5 to 293 K.
Time-resolved measurements performed with different excitation powers show that the
carrier capture and relaxation process strongly depends on the excitation density, as is
depicted in Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.6(b). For low excitation densities (< 100 W/cm2 ) a nearconstant initial rise time of about 20 ps is measured at 5 and 77 K. As the excitation density
increases, the bleaching rise time decreases and approaches an asymptotic value of about 9
ps (> 1 kW/cm2 ). A similar behavior is observed for the bleaching rise time at 293 K, with
a minimum value of 7 ps. The rise time values decrease with a 1/P dependence, with P the
excitation density, which is common for a two-particle scattering process [56, 106]. From
these measurements it is clear, that the carrier capture process is dominated by different
mechanisms for the two density regimes. The results as depicted in Fig. 3.6(b), are usually
interpreted as being governed by phonon emission processes and by Auger scattering for
low and high excitation densities, respectively [53]. The plateau value, which is reached for
a density of approximately 1 kW/cm2 , has also been observed by other groups [53, 106],
and is most easily interpreted as being due to state filling, but we will argue below that this
can not be the case for our measurements. First, the observed temperature dependence
of the plateau value can not be explained by the state filling argument. Second, as we
have previously indicated, the initial rise time can impossibly be influenced by state filling.
Finally, if the plateau value was due to state filling, we would expect a fast initial rise
followed by saturation of the bleaching signal which has not been observed.
Due to the excitation within the GaAs barriers, the carriers have to diffuse toward the
QDs in order to be captured. This means that the rise time of the bleaching signal is also
affected by the carrier diffusion time and the local capture time. Hence, the plateau at high
carrier density might be governed by these two processes. However, the carrier capture
process within the continuum is assumed to be fast [55, 106], < 1 ps, and the carrier
diffusion decreases with increasing temperature [107, 108, 109], which is in contradiction
with the temperature dependence of the high carrier density plateau, as is depicted in Fig.
3.6(b). Therefore, we believe that the bleaching of the QD energy transitions is dominated
by the intradot energy relaxation.
In our model, the plateau for low excitation densities, below 100 W/cm2 , is interpreted
as being due to relaxation through the continuum, which is only weakly coupled to the
QD eigenstates by most probably LA phonons, continued by a single LO phonon emission.
With the increase of the pump-induced carrier density, Auger scattering becomes more
important and directly contributes to the relaxation process. However, carrier relaxation
in which the Auger process becomes the dominant carrier relaxation mechanism, is not
in accordance with our measurements, since the data still show a significant temperature
dependence, as is depicted in Fig. 3.6(b). In the continuum relaxation model, Auger
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scattering is one of the possible mechanisms which will increase the coupling between the
continuum and the confined QD energy levels, thus facilitating the relaxation through
the continuum. It should, however, be pointed out that other carrier-carrier scattering
mechanisms such as electron-hole (e − h) scattering [85, 110] within the QD will also be
enhanced for higher excitation densities. Although TRDR is sensitive to the individual
occupation dynamics of the electron and hole levels separately, fe and fh respectively, we
have to remark that, we have not observed an initial rapid increase of the bleaching signal
due to the fast hole relaxation, followed by a second bleaching signal due to e−h scattering
[85, 110] throughout the whole measurement series. In our model, we do not claim that we
can separate the effects of Auger scattering and e − h scattering, but we only emphasize
that both these mechanisms are likely to enhance the continuum relaxation both directly
and by coupling of the continuum with the QD levels.
Finally, for excitation densities above 1 kW/cm2 , the Auger-mediated relaxation through
the continuum is very fast, leaving the final single LO phonon emission process as the limiting step in the relaxation path, which is believed to be responsible for the observed plateau
for high excitation density. Moreover, for high densities the bleaching rise time is equivalent to the LO phonon lifetime in GaAs of 5-10 ps [106, 111], which suggests that the final
optical phonon emission process is limited by the hot-phonon effect. This result endorses
our idea that the final step in the relaxation path through the continuum involves a single
LO phonon emission, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
Further evidence for our model is provided by Fig. 3.6(c), where we plot the temperature dependence of the bleaching rise time for low excitation density. The temperature
dependence can be fitted by assuming that the carrier relaxation is governed by the emission of one or multiple LO phonons, τ = τ0 /[nB + 1]n [53, 112], as is depicted in Fig.
3.6(c). In this equation, nB is the Bose-Einstein distribution function for LO phonons, and
n takes into account the number of LO phonons which are emitted during the relaxation
process. For the calculation we have used the GaAs LO phonon energy. The temperature
dependence as is shown in Fig. 3.6(c), clearly indicates that the carrier capture and relaxation process in a QD at least includes the emission of a single LO phonon process, i.e.,
the best fit is obtained for n = 1, which is consistent with the previous results and with
our continuum relaxation model.
Finally, we have measured the bleaching rise time of the first excited QD eigenstate as
a function of the pump excitation power for various temperatures, as is depicted in Fig.
3.6(d). The observed dependence on the excitation density and temperature is similar
as in the case of the GS bleaching rise time, indicating that our results are mutually
consistent. Moreover, the ES rise times are consistently longer than the GS rise times
for all temperatures and excitation densities. The relative long rise time of the ES with
respect to the GS indicates that the ES is not acting as an intermediate level in the carrier
relaxation process toward the QD GS.
Since the measured continuum background in PLE usually extends down to a single LO
phonon energy above the QD ground state energy [89, 93, 94, 95], and the ground-excited
state energy splitting is 56 meV, the continuum overlaps with the excited state transitions.
This disputes the idea of isolated excited states, as is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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In addition, from the carrier confinement energy (171 meV) a hole-confinement energy of
30-40 meV is deduced. This indicates that the onset of the continuum arises from the
transition between the WL valence band continuum and the first electron confinement
state [97], located in the vicinity of the first LO phonon energy above the QD GS energy.
Surprisingly, the coupling of the continuum with the ES is weaker than the coupling with
the GS, as is evidenced from the relative long rise time for the first excited state. A possible
explanation for the different coupling is as follows: The continuum is, according to Ref.
[97], formed by indirect-in-real-space transitions between the QD ground state and the
WL, and hence, is connected to the GS transition. In the absorption, the ES gives rise
to its own continuum, which consists out of indirect-in-real-space transitions between the
QD excited state and the WL. The onset of the continuum associated with the ES arises
from the transition between the WL valence band continuum and the first excited electron
state within the QD. The efficiency of the coupling strength of a continuum associated
with the excited state is expected to be lower due to the odd symmetry of the ES envelope
wave function. Hence, it is expected that the carrier relaxation occurs in the continuum
associated with the QD ground state, and with the final relaxation down to the ground
state by LO phonon emission.

3.6

Summary

In summary, carrier capture and relaxation processes of self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs
have been studied directly, by means of two-color TRDR for various temperatures and
pump excitation densities. Fast carrier capture and relaxation is observed. The initial
bleaching rise time and the carrier relaxation time of the first ES are longer than the initial
rise time of the QD GS, indicating that the excited state does not act as an intermediate
state. At high excitation density, a temperature dependent plateau in the initial bleaching
rise time as a function of the excitation density is observed, contradicting a relaxation
model purely based on Auger scattering. Both these experimental results point toward a
relaxation through the continuum background, followed by a single LO phonon emission
toward the QD ground state. Finally, we would like to remark that the proposed mechanism
of continuum relaxation followed by a single LO phonon emission might provide a basis for
integrating the various explanations of previous experiments, considering phonon-mediated
relaxation and Coulomb scattering.
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Chapter 4
Electromagnetic response of quantum
dot arrays
In quantum dot semiconductor physics, it is usually assumed that the exciton recombination
time is governed by Fermi’s Golden Rule, see e.g. Ref. [66]. The exciton radiative lifetime
is only weakly dependent on the quantum dot (QD) transition energy due to the variation of
the QD-size and due to the variations of the wave function overlap with QD-size. In timeresolved differential reflectivity (TRDR), one would at first sight think that the decay time
of the time-resolved reflectivity signal will be governed by the radiative lifetime which can be
calculated by means of Fermi’s Golden Rule. At high temperature, other mechanisms such
as nonradiative recombination and carrier emission out of the QD are expected to influence
the decay of the time-resolved reflectivity signal independent of the QD-size. Hence, no
significant variations are expected to be observed for the carrier lifetime within the QD
ensemble.
However experimentally, we observe a completely different behavior, which is presented
in the figure depicted below. We observe that the TRDR decay time shows a strong resonant behavior. More specifically, a resonant TRDR decay time is observed both for the
QD ground state at 1.104 eV and for the QD excited state at 1.161 eV. In addition, the
magnitude of the QD lifetime resonance is excitation density dependent.
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We interpret the resonant behavior of the QD radiative lifetime in terms of the coupled
exciton-photon or QD-polariton lifetime. The quasi-particle emerges from the coupling of
the electromagnetic field and the QD-excitonic states in the semiconductor QD. For each
probe photon energy, the probe laser is resonant with an interactive sub-ensemble of QDs
with identical transition energy that are radiatively coupled. The polariton lifetime of such
a sub-ensemble of QDs is dominated by the amount of mutual radiative coupling within the
sub-ensemble, or in other words, by the average distance of the QDs within such a radiative
sub-ensemble and the linewidth.
In this chapter, we will use and also significantly extend the theoretical work of Slepyan
et al. [37] which treated the electromagnetic response of an array of identical quantum
dots. Subsequently, we will apply this theory to our Stranski-Krastanow quantum dots
which have an appreciable size distribution. We will show that the QD-polariton lifetime
τQD−polariton (ω0 ) = 1/Γ(ω0 ) of a radiatively coupled sub-ensemble of QDs with equal transition energy ~ω0 is equal to
3/2
Γ(ω0 )
1 εh
=1−
,
Γ0
2π (dk0 )2
in which d is the average distance between QDs with frequency ω0 , k0 is the wave vector, εh
is the dielectric constant of the GaAs barrier material and Γ0 is radiative emission rate of a
single isolated QD. This expression shows that the QD-polariton lifetime has a maximum at
the center of the QD-size distribution where the average distance d between the radiatively
coupled QDs within the radiative sub-ensemble has a minimum value.
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4.1

Introduction

The derivation of the electromagnetic (EM) response of a plane of quantum dots (QDs)
as presented in Section 2.1, is primarily based on the response theory as developed for
quantum wells [35]. This QD response theory showed that the differential reflection spectrum would reproduce the QD density of states. Experimental results obtained by timeresolved differential reflection spectroscopy confirm this prediction, as is depicted in Fig.
3.3. Notwithstanding the fact that theory and experiment are consistent, the underlying
mechanism which governs the response of an ensemble of (non)identical localized small
three-dimensional objects (e.g. QDs) to an applied electromagnetic field is different from
a quantum well response in which the quantum well is treated as a flat two-dimensional
layer. This chapter introduces the QD localization and the QD shape in the QD response
theory.
In Section 4.2.1, the interaction of a single QD with an applied electromagnetic field is
derived by representing the QD as a spherical object. Due to the geometry of the QD the
EM-field is altered in the vicinity of the QD by introducing a scattered field. Embedding the
QD in an ensemble of QDs the scattered field will interact with the ensemble. Section 4.2.2
which is based on a paper by Slepyan et al. [37] describes the electromagnetic interaction
of a homogeneous ensemble, which allows us to deduce the QD reflection. The results
of Section 4.2.2 are subsequently applied to an inhomogeneously broadened QD ensemble
and are presented in Section 4.2.3. Pump-probe transient differential reflectivity allows us
to monitor the electromagnetic interaction by variation of the number of pump-induced
carriers within the structure. The results are presented in Section 4.3 and are compared
with the theoretical derivations.

4.2

Quantum dot-electromagnetic field interaction

In order to derive the electromagnetic response of an arbitrary ensemble of QDs, we define
the electric component of the incident EM-field as given by
Einc (ω, t) = E0 e−(iω0 t−k0 r) .

(4.1)

Here k0 is the wave number defined by k0 = ω0 /c, with ω0 the frequency of the applied
EM-field in vacuum and c the light velocity in vacuum. The electromagnetic wave propagates along the z-axis perpendicular to the QD-plane, as is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The
incident wave has an electric and magnetic part polarized perpendicular to the direction
of propagation, with the electric (magnetic) part polarized in the x(y)-direction
→
−
−
→
→
−
E = E−
e x, H = H →
e y.
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(4.2)

Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional array of spherical QDs with periodicity d. The QDs have a
radius RQD .

4.2.1

Single quantum dot scatterer

3
Consider a single dielectric scatterer, e.g., a QD with a volume VQD = 4π
RQD
, embedded
3
in a host medium with a permittivity εh . We will assume that the host medium is dispersionless and transparent for the applied EM-field. Furthermore the dielectric media,
that are the host and the QD, are assumed to be nonmagnetic µh,QD = 1. In the strong
confinement regime [37], the effective permittivity of a QD (εQD ) is written as a Lorentzian
function [70, 71, 72] with a single resonance frequency (eigenfrequency) ω0

¡
εQD (ω) = εh 1 +

¢
ωQD
.
ω − ω0 + iΓ0

(4.3)

The parameter ωQD is related to the QD oscillator strength f0 through the spontaneous
emission rate Γ0 ,
3/2
2Γ0
ε ω 2 e 2 f0
ωQD = 3
, with Γ0 = h 0 3 .
(4.4)
k0 VQD
6πε0 me c
Here e and me denote the elementary charge and the effective mass, respectively. In
addition, Γ0 governs the homogeneous linewidth. For the calculations, only the QD ground
state transition is taken into account. That is, the energy difference between the QD ground
state and the first excited state is much larger than the homogeneous linewidth, such that
the interactions of the different transitions with the EM-field can be treated separately.
In the presence of a dielectric scatterer, the total field in the vicinity of the scatterer
(local field) can be represented as a summation of the primary (or incident) field Einc (Hinc )
and the scattered field Es (Hs ) originating from the dielectric scatterers, as
−
→
→
−
→
−
E tot = E inc + E s ,
−
→
→
−
→
−
H tot = H inc + H s .
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(4.5)
(4.6)

Although the scattering model can be used for scatterers with random shape, we will
simplify the mathematics and represent the QDs as homogeneous and spherical particles.
The spherical representation is allowed for scatterers much smaller than the wavelength of
the EM-field. In general, the average radius of InAs QDs embedded in GaAs is in the order
of 10 nm with a resonant wavelength in vacuum of approximately 1 µm. In case of QDs,
the electromagnetic response is governed by the active area within the QD. Therefore, the
QDs are modelled as spheres with an effective radius RQD .
From a mathematical point of view, it is convenient to write the scattered field Es (Hs )
in terms of Hertz potentials [113, 114, 115]
→
−
−
→
→
−
E s = ∇ × (∇ × Π e ) + iωµh ∇ × Π h ,
(4.7)
→
−
−
→h
→
−e
H s = ∇ × (∇ × Π ) − iωεh ∇ × Π ,
(4.8)
−
→ −
→
−
→
where Π e ( Π h ) denotes the electric (magnetic) Hertz potential. Π e,h are defined as
Z
−
→ →0
−
→e,h −
→
→
→
G(−
r ,−
r 0 ) J e,h (−
r )dS,
(4.9)
Π (r)=
S

with the Green’s function

−
→ −
→0

e−ik| r − r |
→
→
.
G(−
r ,−
r 0) =
−
−
4π|→
r −→
r 0|

(4.10)

−
→e,h −
J (→
r 0 ) can be interpreted as an equivalent current source at the position of the scatterer
which induces the scattered field. The wave vector within the host medium is defined as k
√
√
= ω/c = ω0 εh /c, or k = εh k0 . Hereinafter, we restrict ourselves to the electric dipole
−
→
approximation and set J h equal to zero. Hereby, the magnetic Hertz potential in the
−
→
field equations [Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)] also becomes equal to zero ( Π h = 0). As a result,
the electromagnetic response of the small dielectric QD is solely derived using the electric
−
→
Hertz potential ( Π e 6= 0).
−
→
Using the vector formula for a vector A
−
→
−
→
−
→
∇2 A = ∇(∇ · A ) − ∇ × (∇ × A ),
(4.11)
and by making use of the Helmholtz equation
→
−
−
→
∇2 A + k 2 A = 0,

(4.12)

the field equations as denoted by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) are rewritten as
−
→
−
→
−
→
E tot = E inc + [∇(∇·) + k 2 ] Π e ,
(4.13)
−
→
−
→
→
−e
H tot = H inc − iωεh ∇ × Π .
(4.14)
−
→
In turn, Π e can be rewritten by introducing the QD polarizability tensor α, such that
−
→ −
→0

−
→e −
→
− → e−ik| r − r |
,
Π (→
r ) = α E (−
r) →
−
4π|−
r −→
r 0|
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(4.15)

−
→
with E the electric field inside the QD induced by the incident EM-field. For an isolated or
→
− −
→
single QD, the internal field is solely governed by the applied field: E = E inc . For spherical
scatterers, e.g., QDs with comparable extensions in all directions, the Hertz potential as
given by Eq. (4.15) can be simplified by
−
→ −
→0

→
−e →
e−ik| r − r |
−
→
→
→
r )−
e x + αzz Ez (−
r )−
e z] −
Π (−
r ) = [αxx Ex (→
,
→
4π|→
r −−
r 0|

(4.16)

with αii the component of the 3×3 QD polarizability tensor α. However for a sphere of
homogeneous composition, the polarizability is insensitive to the direction such that αxx
= αzz = α, thus α = α I with I the unit tensor.
For a sphere of radius R, the electric polarizability is written as [116, 117]
v
3i v 3 v0 J1 (λ0 )[2J0 (λ) − J2 (λ)] − J1 (λ)[2J0 (λ0 ) − J2 (λ0 )]
α= ( ) v
,
2 ω v0 J1 (λ0 )[2H0 (λ) − H2 (λ)] − H1 (λ0 )[2J0 (λ0 ) − J2 (λ0 )]

with
λ=

(4.17)

ωR
ω0 R
, λ0 =
,
v
v0

√
√
and v = c/ εh and v0 = c/ εd . Jl (Hl ) is the lth order spherical Bessel (Hankel) function
of the first kind. In the limit ω0 R/c → 0, the polarizability as denoted by Eq. (4.17)
reduces to the Clausius-Mossotti relation [41, 118]
3
α = RQD

εQD − εh
.
εQD + 2εh

(4.18)

with the substitution of R and εd by RQD and εQD , respectively.

4.2.2

Homogeneous quantum dot ensemble

To derive the electromagnetic response of a QD ensemble, all contributions of the individual
scatterers have to be taken into account. The total scattered field is a summation of the
individual scattered fields. However, the difference between a single or isolated QD and
an ensemble of QDs is that all scatterers within the ensemble contribute to the effective
EM-field imposed to the individual QDs. This means that the total EM-field as denoted
by Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) has to be supplemented by the scattered field imposed by the
ensemble. In case of an ensemble of identical QDs, that is with equal eigenenergy ~ω, this
becomes a summation over all QDs. To anticipate on the next section, a QD ensemble with
a distribution of resonance frequencies will induce an energy dependent scattering field.
This means that the total response of the QD ensemble will be subdivided into the responses
of QD sub-ensembles with equal transition energy. Initially the electromagnetic response
of an ensemble of identical QDs (homogeneously broadened ensemble) will be derived, and
the result is employed to determine the response of an ensemble of energetically different
QDs (inhomogeneously broadened ensemble). In both cases, the electromagnetic response
depends on the density of states of the complete QD ensemble.
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For the calculations, we treat the QD plane as a two-dimensional array with a lattice
period d larger than 2RQD , as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The number of QDs in resonance with
the applied EM-field is much larger than one, thus assuming a mathematically infinite
plane of QDs. Although a random spatial distribution of QDs is more realistic, we use a
symmetric QD distribution in order to simplify the mathematics.
To derive the total interacting of the EM-field with the ensemble, Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14)
are rewritten by introducing a summation of the localized Hertz potentials
−
→
→
−
E tot = E inc +
−
→
→
−
H tot = H inc −

∞
X
£
m,n=−∞
∞
X

¤−
→
∇(∇·) + k 2 Π em,n ,

£

−
→ ¤
iωεh ∇ × Π em,n .

(4.19)
(4.20)

m,n=−∞

→
−
The electric Hertz potential Π em,n denotes the electric field at the lattice site with coordi→
→
→
−
nates −
r mn = (md−
e x , nd−
e y , z0 →
e z ) by
−
→e →
e−ikρm,n
→
→
→
→
,
Π m,n (−
r ) = [αEx (−
r m,n )−
e x + αEz (−
r m,n )−
e z]
4πρm,n

(4.21)

→
→
→
where ρmn = |−
r mn − −
r 0 | = [(md − x0 )2 + (nd − y0 )2 + z02 ]1/2 with −
r 0 the reference vector.
As mentioned above, the EM-field interacting with the scatterer includes the scattered field
of the other scatterers of the ensemble. Therefore, the electric field E = (Ex , Ey , Ez ) inside
a QD with spatial coordinates rpq = (pd, qd, z0 ) - the probe QD - is given by
−
→ −
−
→ →
E p,q (→
r ) = E inc (−
r )+

∞
X
£

¤→
−
∇(∇·) + k 2 Π em,n with (m, n) 6= (p, q).

(4.22)

m,n=−∞

The second term on the righthand side of Eq. (4.22) denotes the scattered field of the
ensemble. Although the QD located at rpq is not included in the summation of Eq. (4.22),
the QD feels its own scattered field due to the interaction with the ensemble. Moreover,
Eq. (4.22) denotes a coupled field equation.
The periodicity of the structure allows us to rewrite the summation over the scattered
field in the form of an integration [37],
Z Z
1 ∞ ∞
∞
(· · · )dxdy.
(4.23)
Σ−∞ (· · · ) → 2
d −∞ −∞
However, for Eq. (4.22) the integration Eq. (4.23) should be corrected by the term
Z
Z
1 d/2 d/2
− 2
[· · · ]dxdy,
d −d/2 −d/2
in order to exclude the probe QD. For the correction term, the coordinates of the QD used
as the probe are set to (0, 0, 0).
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Applying this procedure [Eq. (4.23)] to Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), the electric and magnetic
part of the total field are given by
Z Z
−
→
−
→
→
−e
1
2
E tot (ω0 ) = E inc (ω0 ) + 2 [∇(∇·) + k ]
Π (ω0 )dxdy,
(4.24)
d
Z Z
−
→
−
→
−
→e
1
3/2
H tot (ω0 ) = H inc (ω0 ) − 2 iω0 εh ∇ ×
Π (ω0 )dxdy.
(4.25)
d
Here we introduce the frequency dependence and omit the spatial dependence for clarity.
As mentioned above, the incident EM-field is assumed to have a polarization in the x−
→
→
−
direction, such that E tot (ω0 ) and H tot (ω0 ) are reduced to
Z Z −ikρmn
α ∂2
e
2
Etot,x (ω0 ) = E0,x (ω0 ) +
[ 2 +k ]
Ex (rmn , ω0 )dxdy
2
4πd ∂x
ρmn
Z Z −ikρmn
α
∂2
e
Ez (rmn , ω0 )dxdy,
(4.26)
+
2
4πd ∂x∂z
ρmn
Z Z −ikρmn
α
e
3/2 ∂
Htot,y (ω0 ) = H0y (ω0 ) −
iω0 εh
Ex (rmn , ω0 )dxdy
2
4πd
∂z
ρmn
Z Z −ikρmn
α
e
3/2 ∂
+
iω0 εh
Ez (rmn , ω0 )dxdy.
(4.27)
2
4πd
∂x
ρmn
Without loss of generality, at the location of a QD lattice site the QD layer can be
approximated by a thin sheet located at z = 0 between semi-finite dielectric media with
permittivity εh . Hereby, both the electric and magnetic components parallel to the sheet
become discontinuous at z = 0. This is due to a δ-function singularity in the normal
component of the electrical field and in the parallel component of the electric current [Eq.
(4.9)]. With the limiting transition z → ± 0, it follows that
α ∂Ez
,
d2 ∂x
3/2
iω0 εh
Hy (0+ ) − Hy (0− ) =
αEx .
d2
Ex (0+ ) − Ex (0− ) = −

(4.28)
(4.29)

In analogy with Refs. [119], the plane wave QD reflection coefficient rQD is obtained by
solving the jump boundary conditions [119, 120, 121] on the field components given by
Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29), such that
3/2

rQD (ω) =

ω0 εh α
iΛ
, with Λ =
,
1 − iΛ
cd2

(4.30)

hence,
3/2

iω0 εh α
cd2

rQD (ω) =

1−
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3/2

iω0 εh α
cd2

.

(4.31)

Note that, the reflection of the QD ensemble depends on the lattice spacing d.
With the substitution of Eq. (4.3) in Eq. (4.18), the QD polarizability can be rewritten
as
ωQD
3
α = RQD
, with ω̂ = ω − ω0 + iΓ0 .
(4.32)
3ω̂ + ωQD
From Eq. (4.31) and using Eq. (4.32), the QD-array reflection coefficient for s-polarization
and normal incidence onto the structure, becomes
3/2

rQD (ω) =

3
iω0 εh ωQD RQD
3/2

3
cd2 (3ω̂ + ωQD ) − iω0 εh ωQD RQD

.

(4.33)

The radiative decay rate of the ensemble Γ(ω0 ), i.e., the inverse of the lifetime of a carrier
within the QD energy state ~ω0 , is governed by the imaginary part of the frequency poles
of the reflection coefficient: Γ(ω0 ) = Im[rQD (ω)]. Here [· · · ] denotes the pole of rQD . From
Eq. (4.33) it follows that
3/2

3
ω0 εh ωQD RQD
Γ(ω0 ) = Γ0 −
3cd2
= Γ0 − Γ̂(ω0 ).

(4.34)

Note that although the radiative emission rate Γ0 depends on the QD transition energy,
this will not be pointed out explicitly. To stress the difference between the emission rate of
a single QD and a two-dimensional QD array, the total decay rate is divided by the single
3
QD emission rate which is defined as Γ0 = 4π
RQD
k03 ωQD /2 [Eq. (4.4)]. The relative decay
3
rate
3/2

Γ(ω0 )
= 1−
Γ0

3
ω0 εh ωQD RQD
3cd2
4π 3
RQD k03 ωQD
3
2

3/2

1 εh
=1−
2π (dk0 )2

= 1 − ζ,

(4.35)

demonstrates that the emission rate strongly depends on the periodicity of the two dimensional QD array. That is, the rate of a QD embedded in an array of identical QDs will
be strongly influenced by this array, and decreases as the array becomes more dense. The
rate ζ = Γ̂/Γ0 in Eq. (4.35), can be interpreted as a radiative interaction factor of the
ensemble. The increase of the interaction results in a decrease of the effective emission rate
and resembles a subradiance-like effect [73], as is discussed in Section 2.3.
Besides the imaginary part, the real part of the frequency poles of rQD determines the
depolarization shift, such that we obtain
∆ω = Re[rQD (ω − ω0 )] =

ωQD
.
3

(4.36)

As is observed from Eq. (4.36), the shift does not depend on the periodicity of the QD array,
but is solely governed by the parameter ωQD . This means that the oscillator strength of the
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QD defines the depolarization shift of the ensemble. Thus, the whole ensemble experiences
a shift
3/2
εh e2 f0
∆ω =
.
(4.37)
3
12π 2 cε0 me k0 RQD
We remark that for highly dense structures in the limit d → 0, ζ becomes larger than
one. Hence, a negative effective radiative emission rate of the ensemble is derived, which
is unrealistic from a physical point of view. Thus, Eq. (4.35) and especially ζ → 1 denotes
the limit of the QD response function as derived above. For a single scatterer the spherical
approximation is correct for diameters much smaller than the optical wavelength of the
applied field. However for an ensemble of scatterers, the interaction becomes of crucial
importance. This means that, taking into account a more realistic shape of the scatterer
the scattered field is strongly affected, and hence a modification of the outcome of the
derivation will be observed.

4.2.3

Inhomogeneous quantum dot ensemble

The reflection coefficient as presented by Eq. (4.33) only takes into account QDs with
an equal transition energy. However, an ensemble of self-assembled QDs grown by the
Stranski-Krastanow growth mode has a QD size distribution, and hereby an inhomogeneously broadened energy spectrum represented by the broadened density of states (DOS),
which for large ensembles is generally well approximated by a Gaussian function. This
means that Eq. (4.33) can not be applied in its original form for the calculation of the
reflection coefficient of the inhomogeneously broadened QD ensemble. To determine the
electromagnetic response of a structure with different QDs, the QD ensemble can be subdivided into j sub-ensembles with transition energy ~ωj . This approximation if justified
by the individual response function of the QDs denoted by Eq. (2.10), which illustrates
that the QDs only act as scatterers for EM-fields in resonance with the QD eigenfrequency,
subsequently broadened by the radiative line width Γ0 . Those scatterers with a collective
resonance spectrum form an interactive sub-ensemble. The strength of the mutual interaction is governed by the amount of spectral overlap. In general, self-assembled QD structures
have a random QD distribution over the plane which means that no spatial dependence has
to be introduced in the DOS. In order to implement the QD response function as derived
in the previous section, we assume that Eq. (4.33) remains valid for such an interactive
QD sub-ensemble with periodicity dj and transition energy ~ωj . This means that in Eq.
(4.33) ω0 is replaced by ω0j and d is replaced by dj . Hereby, the reflection of an interactive
QD sub-ensemble is written as
3/2

rQD (ωj ) =

3
iω0j εh ωQD RQD
3/2

3
cd2j (3ω̂j + ωQD ) − iω0j εh ωQD RQD

.

(4.38)

Note that although the inhomogeneous broadening is governed by the QD size distribution,
we will use an average radius RQD . To obtain the reflection coefficient of the inhomoge56

neously broadened QD ensemble, Eq. (4.38) is rewritten as a Lorentzian function
rQD (ωj ) =
with

iΓ̂(ω0j )
ω − ω̃0j + i[Γ0 − Γ̂(ω0j )]

,

(4.39)

3/2

3
ω0j εh ωQD RQD
ωQD
ω̃0j = ω0j −
, and Γ̂(ω0j ) =
.
3
3cd2j

(4.40)

The total QD reflection coefficient is given by the summation over the QD size distribution
X
rQD (ω) =
rQD (ωj ),
(4.41)
j

which takes into account the whole energy distribution. Applying the same procedure as
used in Section 2.1, i.e., inserting Eq. (4.39) in Eq. (2.12), the expression for the total QD
reflection change ∆R(ω) [Eq. (2.17)] is recovered
∆R(ω) = −Ĥ(ω)D(ω).

(4.42)

Here Ĥ(ω) denotes the electromagnetic response of the QD ensemble. D(ω) represents the
inhomogeneously broadened QD ensemble, which can be described as a density of states. In
addition, the summation of the reflection coefficients as given by Eq. (4.41) implies multiple
frequency poles. The radiative decay rate of a partial ensemble with eigenfrequency ω0j is
given by
3/2
3
ω0j εh ωQD RQD
Γ(ωj ) = Γ0 −
,
(4.43)
3cd2j
and is governed by the periodicity of the radiatively coupled sub-ensemble, dj .
The average distance between the QDs within each radiatively coupled sub-ensemble
depends on the location of these QDs within the QD energy distribution, and is inversely
proportional to the ensemble density of states D(ω); d1j = D(ωj ). Furthermore, D(ω) is
governed by the number of QDs within the ensemble N
pQD (the areal QD density), and
the overall line shape function G(ω), such that D(ω) = NQD G(ω). This means that the
decay rate spectrum Γ(ω) is proportional to G 2 (ω). Using Eq. (4.43), the Γ-spectrum is
given by
3/2
3
k0 εh ωQD RQD
NQD G 2 (ω).
(4.44)
Γ(ω) = Γ0 −
3
Hence, the relative decay rate of a QD ensemble with an inhomogeneously broadened
energy spectrum denotes
3/2
NQD εh 2
Γ(ω)
=1−
G (ω).
(4.45)
Γ0
2πk02
In order to visualize the main theoretical result deduced from the calculations as depicted above, Eq. (4.45), we simulate the emission rate of a QD ensemble by using a
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Figure 4.2: Relative decay rate Γ/Γ0 [Eq. (4.45)] and a Gaussian-shaped DOS G representing an inhomogeneously broadened energy distribution. A Gaussian function with a
spectral width of 30 meV is used for the calculations in which we ignore the QD depolarization shift.

Gaussian approximation for aR QD ensemble with a certain size distribution. We use a
∞
Gaussian function G(ω), with −∞ Gdω = 1. The relative emission rate is depicted in Fig.
4.2. We clearly observe a strong resonance within the emission rate spectrum. In the next
section, we will compare our theoretical model with the experimentally obtained QD reflection and emission rate spectra, by using time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy.

4.3

Experimental observation of the electromagnetic
response of a quantum dot ensemble

To test the theoretical model for the electromagnetic response of QD ensembles as presented in the previous section, time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy (TRDR)
is performed on a self-assembled InAs/GaAs QD nanostructure. Details of the QD sample
as well as the experimental details are described in Section 3.3. The TRDR time trace as
is depicted in Fig. 4.3, allows us to determine the carrier capture and relaxation time, as is
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. In this section, we are interested in the decay of the TRDR
time trace. The decay time of the TRDR signal is equal to the carrier radiative lifetime,
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Figure 4.3: (Left) Time evolution of the QD differential reflection signal ∆R/R0 . (Right)
The TRDR amplitude versus the pump excitation density.

or in the case of exciton-photon coupling the polariton radiative lifetime, within each QD
energy level.
The TRDR time-evolution can be described by, see Chapter 3,
∆R
(t) ∼ [exp(−t/τdecay ) − exp(−t/τrise )],
R0

(4.46)

with τrise and τdecay the TRDR rise time and decay time, respectively. Note that the
differential reflection measurements are performed in the time domain, whereas, the theoretical model is developed in the frequency domain. We stress that the TRDR decay time
is inversely proportional to the polariton radiative decay rate: τdecay = 1/Γ. In order to
determine the electromagnetic response of the QD nanostructure, the probe photon energy and the pump excitation density are varied. Hereby, we are able to deduce the QD
differential reflection spectrum ∆R(ω), the transition energy dependence of the polariton
radiative decay rate Γ(ω), and the carrier density dependence of the polariton radiative
decay ∆Γ. Hence, TRDR allows us to test the QD response model.
Figure 4.4 depicts the TRDR decay time and the photoluminescence (PL) both as
a function of the probe photon energy. At first sight, we notice that the TRDR decay
time spectrum shows a strong resonant behavior, and is slightly shifted with respect to
the PL spectrum. Moreover, as is expected from Eq. (4.44), the decay time spectrum
is more narrow than the PL spectrum. These preliminary observations already provide
some qualitative experimental confirmation of the theoretical model. However to make a
more quantitative statement, additional investigations of the TRDR measurement results
have to be performed. Analysis of the decay time spectrum by using Gaussian fits (see
Fig. 4.4(b)), clearly reveals that two peaks are observed which are ascribed to the QD
ground and the first excited state with peak energies of 1.104 and 1.161 eV, respectively.
In addition, the spectral width of the ground (excited) state is 27 meV (23 meV). The PL
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Figure 4.4: (a) The polariton lifetime as obtained from the decay of the TRDR signal as
a function of the probe photon energy together with the QD PL spectrum, both obtained
at 5 K. (b) Similar as figure (a) but including an experimental fit using two Gaussian
functions, emphasizing the QD ground and excited state. (c) TRDR decay rate versus
energy.
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Figure 4.5: The QD differential reflection spectrum and the QD PL spectrum, both obtained at 5 K. The line through the reflectivity spectrum is only a guide for the eye.

spectrum has an energy of 1.107 eV for the QD ground state and a spectral width of 44
meV.
From the amplitude of the TRDR signal (Fig. 4.3) as a function of the probe photon
energy, the QD differential reflection spectrum is deduced and is depicted in Fig. 4.5.
Three peaks are noticed, emphasized by the line which serves as a guide to the eye (no
experimental fit to the data). If we compare the QD reflectivity spectrum with the QD
PL spectrum, we observe that the spectra are completely different. Surprisingly, a local
minimum in the TRDR amplitude spectrum is observed at the peak energy of the PL
spectrum. However as is shown in the previous section, the differential reflection of a QD
ensemble is governed by the electromagnetic response of the QD nanostructure [Eq. (4.42)].
Thus in comparison with the QD density of states, the differential reflection spectrum is
modified by the polariton radiative decay rate Γ(ω), as depicted in Fig. 4.4(c), and by the
carrier induced change of the polariton decay rate ∆Γ(ω). In order to determine ∆Γ(ω),
and hence, to obtain the density of states from the reflection spectrum as is depicted in
Fig. 4.5, the QD differential reflection spectrum and the QD polariton lifetime spectrum
are measured for various pump excitation densities.
As is shown by Fig. 4.3, the TRDR amplitude strongly depends on the pump power as
suggested in Sections 2.1 and 4.2.3. Initially the amplitude of the TRDR signal increases
linearly with increasing pump excitation density, and starts to deviate from the linear
behavior for higher pump-induced carrier densities. Hence, revealing the increase of the
average number of carriers per dot. We note, that the TRDR amplitude approaches an
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Figure 4.6: (a) and (b) Polariton lifetime spectra for a pump excitation density of 200 and
400 W/cm2 , respectively. (c), (d) The polariton radiative emission rate spectra derived
from (a) and (b), respectively. The experimental fits are based on the Gaussian fits as
depicted in Fig. 4.4, as explained in the text.

asymptotic value for excitation densities above 1 kW/cm2 .
Figures 4.6(a) and (b) depict the polariton lifetime spectra obtained for two different
pump excitation densities (200 and 400 W/cm2 ). From these figures, it is clearly observed
that the polariton lifetime within the QD energy level strongly depends on the pumpinduced carrier density. This means that ∂Γ/∂η 6= 0. From the decay times as depicted by
Figs. 4.6(a) and (b) the polariton emission rates are derived, as shown by Figs. 4.6(c) and
(d), respectively. The experimental fits included in Figs. 4.6 are based on the experimental
fit of Fig. 4.4. For the fitting procedure the peak energy positions of the two Gaussian
functions are set to 1.104 and 1.161 eV, respectively.
Using the results which are presented by Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, the response function
Ĥ(ω) is derived. Finally, the QD density of states D(ω) is obtained [Eq. (4.42)], as depicted
in Fig. 4.7. Although, we have used various experimental results to determine the QD
DOS, we observe that the spectrum is well described by two Gaussian functions with peak
energies of 1.103 and 1.154 eV, respectively. The width of the main peak which we ascribe
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Figure 4.7: QD density of states D(ω) calculated by using Eq. (4.42), and the QD PL
spectrum.

to the QD ground state, has a spectral width of approximately 38 meV.
Equation (4.44) denotes that the QD polariton radiative decay rate spectrum is proportional to D2 (ω). In case of a Gaussian function-like
√ DOS, this means that the width of
the polariton decay rate spectrum becomes a factor 2 more narrow. The spectral width
of D(ω) as is deduced from Fig. 4.7 is 38 meV, whereas the spectral width√of Γ(ω) is 27
meV (Fig. 4.4), hence, revealing a ratio of 1.41 which is extremely close to 2.
We observe from the results as depicted in Fig. 4.3 that due to the increase of the
number of pump-generated carriers the number of QD energy level population increases.
In addition, a decrease of the polariton radiative emission rate is observed (Fig. 4.6). As
shown in Section 4.2.3, the emission rate strongly depends on the average distance d. Thus,
if we combine the results as depicted by Figs. 4.3 and 4.6, we conclude that the emission
rate is governed by the number of pump-activated QDs. This means that, the radiative
coupling of the QD sub-ensemble can be modified by the variation of the pump excitation
density.
From Figs. 4.4 and 4.6, we are able to derive the average distance between the radiatively coupled QDs within the sub-ensemble. Using Eq. (4.45) and the data from Fig. 4.4,
an enhancement factor of approximately 12 is determined in the center of the QD distribution. From this, we derive an average distance of d = 475 nm between the radiatively
coupled QDs.
We like to emphasize that, the excellent result which we derive for the density of states
of the QD ensemble in Fig. 4.7 also implies that the observed ∆R/R0 reflectivity spectrum
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as presented in Fig. 4.5 is in perfect accordance with the measured inhomogeneously
broadened QD ensemble polariton lifetime spectra presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.6. The
relation between both spectra is provided by Eq. (2.17) which was derived in Chapter 2
for an inhomogeneously broadened QD ensemble and which reads
∆Rtot (ω) = −Ĥ(ω)D(ω) ≈ −∆Γ(ω)H̃(ω)D(ω),
with

Z

(4.47)

∞

H̃(ω)D(ω) =

[H̃ · N ]dω.

(4.48)

−∞

In conclusion, this result thus proves that the shape of the reflectivity spectrum as
shown in Fig. 4.5 and which includes the 3 peak structure, is completely in agreement
with our theoretical analysis.

4.4

Summary

In summary, the electromagnetic response of a quantum dot ensemble embedded in a dielectric host medium is calculated. Initially, the scattered electromagnetic field of a single
spherical scatterer is described in terms of Hertz potentials within the electric dipole approximation. To be able to derive the electromagnetic response of an ensemble of identical
scatterers, e.g., QDs with equal transition energy, the single scatterer theory is extended
and applied to a two-dimensional array of identical scatterers with periodicity d. The
calculations show that the QDs are radiatively coupled which is evidenced by the QD polariton lifetime, which becomes strongly dependent on the periodicity of the QD array. In
addition, from the reflection coefficient a depolarization shift is found which is governed by
the QD oscillator strength, and which is not affected by the periodicity of the QD array.
To apply the response theory developed for a homogeneous QD ensemble to a nonidentical QD ensemble, that is a QD ensemble with an inhomogeneously broadened density
of states, the QD ensemble is sub-divided into radiatively coupled sub-ensembles in which
all QDs have identical transition energy. We find that, the polariton radiative decay rate
of the radiatively coupled sub-ensemble is governed by the average periodicity of the subarray. Hence, the emission rate of the total QD ensemble induces an emission rate spectrum
which scales with the square of the total QD density of states. The QD reflection spectrum,
however, depends linearly on the density of state by means of the QD response function.
Finally, we have measured the transient differential reflection of a self-assembled InAs/
GaAs QD ensemble with an inhomogeneously broadened energy spectrum. We find a
clear resonance in the polariton lifetime spectrum, both for the QD ground state and the
QD excited state. The maximum of the polariton lifetime spectrum is excitation density
dependent and increases with increasing excitation density. By comparing experiment and
theory, we obtain an average distance of 475 nm between the radiatively coupled QDs
within radiatively coupled sub-ensemble of QDs in the center of the QD size distribution.
Finally, we can also explain the observed reflectivity spectrum which is equal to the product
of ∆Γ and the QD density of states.
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Chapter 5
Polarized differential reflectivity of
InAs/GaAs quantum dots: dichroic
reflection
Polarization-resolved reflection measurements are performed on nearly circular InAs/GaAs
quantum dots (QDs) by means of time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy. We
observe a linear polarization anisotropy of the differential reflection, revealing the dichroic
Θ
character of the QD reflectivity. The observed magnitude of the linear dichroism is Θ[110]
=
[110]
1.07. The optical polarization has a preferential direction orientated along the [110] crystal
axis, which is confirmed by polarization-resolved photoluminescence. We observe that the
polarization anisotropy of the reflectivity is strongly dependent on the pump excitation
density, decreasing from ρ = 0.14 at low excitation to ρ = 0.06 at high excitation. The
pump power dependence is described by a binomial model taking into account the statistics
of carrier capture into a limited number of QDs.1

1

Based on J. Appl. Phys. 98, 073519 (2005)
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5.1

Introduction

Anisotropy in the photoluminescence (PL) of self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) has
been investigated by many groups, experimentally [122, 123, 124] as well as theoretically [9, 12, 14, 15, 122]. However, the polarization properties of the QD absorption
and reflection have seldom been investigated. The first polarization dependent absorption
measurements on QDs have been reported recently by Tribollet et al. [125]. They report on linear anisotropy in the absorption bleaching, which reveals the dichroic character
of QDs. Their measurements have been done by a time-resolved pump-probe differential
transmission technique at a single excitation density. Hereby, a polarization ratio of 30%
is observed which is explained as due to size and shape anisotropy. However, it has been
shown theoretically that circularly symmetric QDs (spatially) can have a preferred optical
polarization direction [15, 91] due to composition gradients [15, 16] and strain distribution
[91, 123, 126] within the QDs.
The goal of this study, is to experimentally determine the dichroic strength of (nearly)
circular QDs. We will show that the dichroism in QDs [125] can be determined by using
in-plane polarization-resolved two-color pump-probe time-resolved differential reflection
spectroscopy (TRDR) [17, 86, 127]. The carriers generated by the optical pump pulses
are captured in the QD energy states which leads to bleaching of the QD transition. The
bleaching results in a decrease of the probe pulse absorption, and also to a change of the
QD reflection due to the carrier induced change in the QD refractive index. The pumpinduced reflection changes can be monitored by tuning the probe energy into resonance
with the QD transition.
Using non-resonant excitation, TRDR allows us to measure both the carrier capture and
relaxation time as well as the carrier lifetime within the QD, because TRDR is directly
related to the changes of the occupation of the QD eigenstates. Moreover, reflectance
measurements have the preference with respect to transmission measurements, because
the sample substrate does not have to be removed. Hence, TRDR is a nondestructive
experimental technique and allows for a direct comparison with different optical techniques.
In addition, this experimental technique can even be used to investigate structures with a
low luminescence efficiency such as low-temperature grown QDs [19, 128].
Using TRDR at various excitation densities, we observe that the amplitude of the
differential reflection signal strongly depends on the pump-induced carrier density, η. The
signal increases with increasing carrier density due to an increase of state filling, because the
TRDR signal is proportional to the population of the QD energy states. In this chapter, we
investigate the polarization anisotropy of the amplitude of the TRDR signal. In particular,
we will discuss the decrease of the polarization anisotropy with increasing carrier density.
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Figure 5.1: Atomic force microscopy image of uncovered InAs/GaAs QDs. The scan field
is 1×1 µm2 and the black-to-white height contrast is 15 nm.

5.2
5.2.1

Sample details and experimental setup
Sample growth

Polarization-resolved reflectivity measurements are performed on a five layer self-assembled
InAs/GaAs QD nanostructure, which is grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs (100)
[129], see Chapter 3. After the deposition of a 295 nm GaAs buffer layer at 580 ◦ C, the
temperature was lowered to 490 ◦ C for the growth of the multiple QD layers. A 30 nm
GaAs layer was deposited before the growth of the five layers of QDs. Each QD layer
consists of 2.1 MLs of InAs followed by a 30 nm GaAs spacer layer. Hereby, the QD layers
can be considered as electronically uncoupled. Finally, the sample is capped with 137 nm
GaAs at a temperature of 580 ◦ C.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of uncovered dots show that the QDs are formed
with an areal density of approximately 2.8×1010 cm−2 , see Fig. 5.1. Analysis of the AFM
images, obtained under various sample orientations, show that the QDs are elongated in
the [110] direction with an average elongation of 2.7 %. The elongation corresponds to a
shape anisotropy with a degree of ρshape = 0.013, as defined by
ρ=

Iα − Iβ
.
Iα + Iβ

(5.1)

Here, Ii is the QD length or, in the remainder of this report, the signal amplitude in the
orthogonal directions i = α, β. Hence, the QDs in this study are nearly circular.
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5.2.2

Experimental details

We study the carrier-induced reflection change by two-color time-resolved pump-probe
differential reflection spectroscopy [17, 86] at 77 and 293 K, see Section 2.5. In this configuration, a 76.6 MHz mode-locked Ti:sapphire (Ti:S) laser is used as the pump source,
which is mechanically chopped with a frequency of 4 kHz. The pump pulses are focused
on the sample with a spot size of 55 µm, exciting carriers in the GaAs barrier layers in
which they diffuse toward the QDs. The capture of the carriers into the QDs leads to a
∂R
change of the QD reflection, ∂ηQD . The carrier-induced reflection changes of the QD layers
are probed by 2 ps pulses, generated by a tunable optical parametric oscillator, which is
synchronously pumped by the same Ti:S laser. The probe pulses are tuned into resonance
with the main energy of the QD ground state transition. For the polarization-resolved
TRDR measurements, the probe field is linearly polarized in the plane perpendicular to
the growth direction, that is, the [001] crystal axis. Πx (Πy ) represents the probe field
polarized along the [110] ([110]) crystal axis. The probe light is focused on the sample
with a spot size of 25 µm using a graded index lens. The light reflected from the sample
is collected by the same lens and is detected using a balanced photodetector. For all the
measurements, the field of the pump pulses is horizontally polarized along the [110] crystal
axis. However, the polarization of the pump field has no influence on the results due to
the loss of polarization memory during the energy relaxation from the GaAs barrier layer
into the QD, which has been verified experimentally.
The QD size is small compared to the wavelength of the probe pulses, such that the QDs
are assumed to be electrically small [36, 37]. Hence, the QD layers can be approximated
by a thin layer with an effective refractive index. In this case we can use the approach
of Tassone et al. [35] to derive the QD reflectivity [37, 49, 130]. A full derivation of the
QD differential reflectivity is shown in Section 2.1 and Chapter 4. The bleaching of the
QD ground state transition due to carrier capture within the QD, results directly in a
change of the probe pulse reflection, ∆R = ∂R
[86, 127, 131]. We observe that the carrier
∂η
induced reflection change is linearly proportional to the QD density of states (DOS), ∆R
∼ DOS [Eq. (4.42)]. In addition, as has been discussed in Ref. [17], the TRDR signal
can be interpreted as an absorption bleaching signal since the differential reflection signal
originates from the occupied QD energy states which are in resonance with the probe
photon energy.

5.3
5.3.1

Experimental results
Polarization and time-resolved differential reflectivity

The time evolution of the reflection signals with Πx and Πy polarized probe pulses, measured at 293 K, are depicted in Fig. 5.2. It is observed that the amplitude of the differential
0
= ∆R
with R0 the unperturbed reflection, is larger for the Πx polarization,
signal, R−R
R0
R0
which reveals optical anisotropy [125]. Since the reflection spectrum directly represents
the QD DOS, a linear anisotropy of the QD DOS is observed. The anisotropic reflectance
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the QD differential reflection signal, ∆R
, for probe polarizaR0
tion Πx and Πy , measured at 293 K. The inset depicts the TRDR amplitude as a function
of the probe polarization orientation with respect to the [110] crystal axis.

is emphasized by the inset of Fig. 5.2, in which the amplitude of the differential signal is
depicted as function of the probe orientation with respect to the [110] crystal axis.
The initial differential reflectivity rise time, τrise , which is governed by carrier capture
and relaxation within the QD, as well as the signal decay time, τdec , which is governed by
the carrier lifetime, are independent of the probe polarization with values of approximately
τrise = 13 ps and τdec = 384 ps, as depicted in Fig. 5.2. Although, a small variation of the
carrier dynamics as a function of the orientation is observed, as is shown in Fig. 5.3, the
consistent carrier lifetimes for the Πx and Πy polarization indicates that there is no net
transfer of orientation during the carrier relaxation and recombination process. Thus, the
reflection anisotropy is only determined by the anisotropy in the DOS, at all time scales.
At 293 K, characteristic times of τrise = 12.7 ± 0.3 ps and τdec = 382 ± 5 ps are observed.

5.3.2

Excitation density dependent differential reflectivity

Although a clear anisotropy for the differential reflection is observed, the degree of dichroism is still unknown. Moreover, the reflection anisotropy strongly depends on the carrier
density, as will be shown next. Figure 5.4(a) depicts the amplitude of the TRDR signal as a
function of the pump-induced carrier density, for Πx and Πy probe polarization. At carrier
densities up to 2×1012 carriers/cm2 , the differential signal increases linearly with the carrier density due to an increase of state filling by the pump laser, because the TRDR signal
is proportional to the population of the QD energy states. With increasing carrier density
above 2×1012 carriers/cm2 , the signal amplitude starts to deviate from the linear behavior
and begins to saturate. Since the TRDR signal monitors the population of the QD energy
states [129], we ascribe the onset of the saturation to the finite DOS of the QD ensemble.
A strong carrier density dependent degree of the polarization anisotropy of the reflectivity,
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Figure 5.3: TRDR rise and decay time as a function of the probe polarization orientation
with respect to the [110] crystal axis.

ρ∆R , is observed, by using Eq. (5.1). As is shown by Fig. 5.4(b), ρ∆R decreases from
approximately 0.14 down to 0.06 with increasing excitation density. Hence, the amount of
dichroism [125] can not simply be deduced from a single TRDR measurement.
In order to derive the dichroism magnitude, the carrier density dependence of the
TRDR signals, as are depicted in Fig. 5.4(a), has to be examined. We assume that the
pump-generated carriers are randomly distributed over the energy states within the QD
ensemble [132]. For our derivation we only take the lowest energy state, i.e., the QD
ground state, into account. With the increase of the number of occupied energy states,
due to the increase of the carrier density, the probability of subsequent carrier capture
decreases proportionally [133]. If we assume that the carrier distribution remains random
even at high excitation densities, the density of occupied QD states Noc can be expressed
by:
η(η − 1) η(η − 1)(η − 2)
Noc (η) = η −
+
− ··· .
(5.2)
2!Ntot
3!Ntot
The derivation of Eq. (5.2) is presented in Appendix B. The density Noc in Eq. (5.2), can
be written in the form of a binomial function [Eq. (B.12)], such that
Noc (η) =

1
(1 − (1 − β)η )
, with β =
.
β
Ntot

(5.3)

Here, Ntot is the total number of QD energy states (ground state) within the ensemble.
However, due to the inhomogeneous QD size distribution and due to the fact that the probe
pulses have a finite width (approximately 1 meV), a selected subset of the QD ensemble is
monitored during the measurements. In our case, where the probe is tuned in resonance
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with the main QD transition energy, ~ωc , the fraction of probed QDs is
R ωc +∆ω
D(ω)dω
Nprobed (ωc )
= ωRc −∆ω
≈ 0.017,
∞
Ntot
D(ω)dω
−∞

(5.4)

where D(ω) denotes the QD DOS (ground state) of the ensemble. This means that we
should only consider Nprobed as the number of QDs relevant for the reflection at ~ωc . As a
consequence, β in Eq. (5.3) should be substituted by βprobed taking into account the probed
Nprobed
QD ensemble. However, this is equivalent to the replacement of η by N
η = γη.
tot
As is mentioned above, the TRDR signal depends on the number of occupied QD states
which are in resonance with the probe photon energy, ∆R
(ω) ∝ Noc (ω). Thus, we can use
R0
Eq. (5.3) to express the carrier density dependence of the differential signal. We obtain
∆R
(1 − (1 − β)γη )
(η) = ΘNoc (η) = Θ
,
R0
β

(5.5)

with Θ the differential reflection per QD. Note that Θ has the dimension of a cross section.
Due to the fact that the TRDR signal can be interpreted as a bleaching signal, Θ can be
interpreted as an absorption cross section as is defined by Blood [134]: αQD = σN with
αQD denoting the QD absorption and σ the absorption cross section per dot.
Figure 5.4(a) depicts the differential reflection amplitude as a function of the excitation
density, including the best fit by using Eq. (5.5). From the fitting procedure with Ntot =
2.8 ×1011 cm−2 (five QD layers) as the number of spin-up and spin-down ground states,
we obtain Θx = 2.33×10−15 cm2 and Θy = 2.17×10−15 cm2 . The different absorption cross
sections indicate a polarization anisotropy in the optical reflection of the QDs, with a
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x
ratio of Θ
= 1.07, i.e., the amount of linear dichroism. Hence, a degree of polarization
Θy
anisotropy of ρ∆R = 3.6% is deduced in the limit of complete QD ground state saturation
η → ∞. If the degree of reflection anisotropy is calculated directly from the data as
depicted in Fig. 5.4(a), we observe a decrease of the degree of polarization anisotropy,
which is presented by Fig. 5.4(b).

5.3.3

Polarization-resolved photoluminescence

For further characterization of the QD nanostructure, polarization-resolved PL measurements are performed by the 532-nm line of a neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
(Nd:YAG) laser with an excitation density of 250 mW/cm2 . The results are depicted in
Fig. 5.5. Consistent with the previous results, the PL-spectra show that the QD luminescence has a preferential orientation along the [110] direction, in agreement with the TRDR
results. We observe that the degree of linear polarization is nearly constant over the the
whole energy spectrum, with ρP L = 0.17 and 0.16 for sample temperatures of 5 and 293 K,
respectively. Only a minor temperature dependence of the polarization degree is observed.

5.4

Discussion

In order to fit the data for the Πy polarization [Fig. 5.4(a)], we have to modify Eq.
(5.5) with γη → γη + µNtot , with µ = 0.016. Note that, from Eq. (5.4) and from the
Nprobed
experimental fit we observe µ ≈ N
= γ, which suggests that the [110] direction has
tot
initially the preferential orientation. Due to the offset in the occupation probability, which
is taken into account by µ, instead of a constant value of ρ∆R , a strong dependence of
the polarization anisotropy on the excitation density is expected. An excitation density
dependence of the polarization anisotropy is indeed observed, as is shown by Fig. 5.4(b).
A similar decrease of the polarization anisotropy with increasing excitation density has
also been observed in PL by Noda et al. [122]. The degree of linear polarization in PL
(low excitation), ρP L = 0.17, is well consistent with the results obtained by TRDR at low
excitation, ρ∆R = 0.14. In addition, the observation of a consistent preferred orientation
direction of the optical anisotropy along the [110] crystal direction, and the nearly equal
strength of the anisotropy suggest a common origin.
The difference between the optical and the geometrical anisotropy has previously been
observed experimentally by several groups, e.g., Refs. [122, 123, 135], showing that the
optical anisotropy is not unambiguously determined by the QD shape anisotropy. This is
confirmed by our photoluminescence results on nearly circular symmetric QDs. As mentioned above the asymmetric strain distribution [91, 123, 126] and composition gradients
[15, 16] within the QDs strongly influence the preferential polarization direction. The strain
distribution within the QD does not only affects the heavy- and light-hole admixture, but
also induces a piezoelectric field within the QD [9, 14]. Hereby, the rotational symmetry
of the confinement is broken altering the QD electronic structure, and thus, the envelope
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wave functions. This means that the alignment of the electron and the hole envelope wave
functions along the [110] and [110] direction, respectively, is primarily due to the strain
induced piezoelectric effect [12, 14, 15]. This directly induces an absorption anisotropy
within the QDs [125] and is reflected in the dichroic behavior of the QD reflectivity.

5.5

Summary

The polarization dependence of the QD differential reflectivity has been studied using
polarization-resolved TRDR. The QD differential reflection is asymmetric within the plane
Θ
perpendicular to the growth direction, with a ratio of Θ[110]
= 1.07, which reveals the
[110]
dichroic character of the InAs/GaAs QDs. Moreover, the reflection anisotropy strongly
depends on the carrier density and within our range of excitation densities, decreases from
ρ∆R = 0.14 down to ρ∆R = 0.06. The optical anisotropy is confirmed by polarizationresolved PL, which shows an anisotropy of ρP L = 0.17 at low excitation density. This
can be explained by the strain induced asymmetry of the carrier envelope wave functions
within the QDs. Due to this reduced symmetry, the reflectivity of the QD nanostructure
becomes dichroic.
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Chapter 6
Coherent acoustic phonons in strain
engineered InAs/GaAs quantum dot
clusters
Coherent excitation of the quasilongitudinal and quasitransverse acoustic phonon mode, in
strain engineered InAs quantum dot (QD) clusters grown on (311)B GaAs, is monitored
by means of time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy. Carrier capture within the
ordered QD clusters initiate coherent acoustic phonon excitation, which induces a transient
modulation of the local strain-induced piezoelectric field within the QD structure. The
excited acoustic phonons modulate the optical properties of the QDs through the quantumconfined Stark effect, causing distinct oscillations of the differential reflection signal.
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6.1

Introduction

In recent years, the formation of well defined and ordered semiconductor quantum dot
(QD) nanostructures by epitaxial growth, has attracted considerable attention. Much
interest involves the formation and investigation of vertically coupled QD pairs, see e.g.
Refs. [136, 137], which can serve as the basic ingredients of quantum computation. On the
other hand, formation of nanosized structures in which QDs are laterally coupled provides
a challenge in epitaxial crystal growth. High quality QDs in well-defined arrangements,
that are QD arrays [138, 139, 140] and ordered QD groups [141, 142, 143, 144], have been
realized by self-organized strain-engineering. The number of QDs within a single group
or QD cluster, formed by using strained-layer superlattice (SL) templates [142, 143], is
controlled by varying the growth temperature of the SL template and the thickness of the
GaAs separation layer between the SL template and the QD layer [143]. A consequence of
strained nanostructure growth is the strongly enhanced piezoelectric (PZE) field [9, 145],
which in turn affects the electro-optical properties of the structure [15, 145, 146, 147].
In this section, we report on the differential reflectivity of QDs arranged in small ordered
groups of 4 QDs per cluster on average, grown by strain-engineering [142, 143]. Using
pump-probe time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy (TRDR) [127], we are able
to measure the carrier capture and subsequent carrier relaxation process, and the carrier
recombination process within the QDs. For structures with a random QD distribution,
the decay of the TRDR signal is described by a single exponential function. In the case of
the QD clusters pronounced oscillations in the transient TRDR signals are observed, due
to coherent acoustic phonon excitation [148, 149, 150] within the QD clusters induced by
the screening of the local PZE field, which is governed by carrier capture. The phonons
are identified as the quasilongitudinal (QL) and quasitransverse (QT) acoustic phonon
modes [151]. In turn, the acoustic phonons modulate the local strain, and hence, the
strain-induced PZE field in the QD clusters. Hereby, the optical properties of the QDs,
e.g., the QD reflectivity, is periodically changed through the quantum-confined Stark effect
[152, 153] causing oscillations in the TRDR signal.

6.2

Growth and experimental details

The ordered QD structure is grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a (311)B GaAs substrate.
After deposition of a 250 nm GaAs buffer layer at 580 ◦ C, a (In,Ga)As/GaAs SL template
of ten periods is grown at 520 ◦ C [142]. A 15 nm GaAs separation layer is deposited
at 580 ◦ C before the growth of the QDs: between 0.5 and 0.6 nm of InAs at 470 ◦ C.
Subsequently, the QDs are capped with 200 nm GaAs. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images of uncapped QDs reveal the formation of QD clusters with an average density of
4 QDs per cluster, as depicted in Fig. 6.1(a). For a detailed description of the sample
growth, we refer to Refs. [142, 143].
Figure 6.1(b) depicts the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the QD clusters, at 4.2
K and 293 K, with peak energies of 1.133 and 1.046 eV, respectively. The peak at 1.327
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Figure 6.1: (left) AFM image of uncapped InAs QD clusters. The scan field is 1×1 µm2 .
(right) PL spectra of the InAs QD clusters obtained at 4.2 and 293 K.

eV in the spectrum obtained at a temperature of 4.2 K, originates from the SL template.
In order to determine the optical time-response of the QDs in the clusters, the sample
is investigated by two-color time-resolved pump-probe differential reflection spectroscopy
[127] at 5 and 293 K, see Section 2.5. In this configuration, a 76.6 MHz mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser is used as the pump source with a photon energy tuned above the GaAs
band gap energy, and is mechanically chopped with a frequency of 4 kHz. Hereby, free
carriers are generated within the GaAs barrier layers in which they diffuse toward the
SL template and the QDs clusters. The capture of the carriers into the QDs results in a
change of the QD reflection, which is probed by 2 ps pulses. The probe pulses are generated
from an optical parametric oscillator, synchronously pumped by the Ti:sapphire laser. The
probe energy is tuned in resonance with the peak energy of the QD ground state transition
of the ensemble of QD clusters. The pulses propagate perpendicular to the QD-plane and
parallel to the [311] crystal direction. For more experimental details, we refer to Section
2.5.

6.3

Experimental results

Figure 6.2 depicts the transient differential reflection signal ∆R
(t), measured at 5 K for an
R0
2
excitation density of 1.7 kW/cm . From the rise time of the transient signal, the carrier
capture and relaxation time is deduced, which has a value of approximately 19.6 ps. After
the signal has reached its maximum value, the transient signal decays exponentially due to
carrier recombination with a characteristic time (the carrier lifetime) of approximately 724
ps. Pronounced oscillations in the TRDR signal are observed, emphasized by the residue
obtained by substraction of the experimental fit from the original data, as depicted in Fig.
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Figure 6.2: TRDR signal of the QD clusters measured at 5 K (upper panel), and the
residue of the experimental fit (lower panel).

6.2. In order to determine the frequency of the oscillation, we use Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) analysis of the oscillating part. From the FFT spectrum we deduce a frequency of
9.09 GHz, which corresponds to an oscillation period (τosc ) of 110 ps. We emphasize that
only for high excitation density, oscillations in the TRDR signal are observed. In addition,
we remark that at a temperature of 77 K, similar oscillations are observed as obtained at
5 K.
Oscillations in differential reflection signals, have been reported for semiconductor quantum well structures [148, 149, 154] and heterostructures [150, 155, 156] based on highly
piezoelectric materials. These oscillations have been identified to originate from coherent
acoustic phonons generated by photoexcited carriers within strained epilayers. The carriers screen the PZE field [146, 157] and subsequently induce a modulation of the refraction
index [150, 154].
Bulk InAs and GaAs have a low piezoelectric constant, however, it has been shown by
many groups that self-assembled QDs do induce pronounced piezoelectric fields as a result
of the high local strain. From excitation density dependent PL measurements performed
on the QD clusters, we clearly observe a blue shift of the spectrum with increasing density
[147, 152]. Hence, the blue shift reveals the strong PZE field within the QD clusters.
Although coherent acoustic phonon excitation in QDs has not been reported before, the
strain-engineered QD clusters are good candidates to generate acoustic phonons coherently,
due to enhanced local strain related to the high QD density within the clusters as compared
to random QD layers. At 5 K the carrier capture time of 19.6 ps is relatively long, such that
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Figure 6.3: (upper panel) TRDR signals of the QD cluster measured at 293 K for various
excitation densities in units of I0 , I0 = 28 W/cm2 . (lower panel) The residue of the
experimental fit for I = I0 .

carrier induced coherent acoustic phonon generation is largely smeared out. To overcome
this problem, we increase the measurement temperature to room temperature where the
carrier capture time is significantly reduced.
Figure 6.3 depicts TRDR signals for various pump excitation densities obtained at
293 K. Pronounced oscillations are observed independent of the excitation density. For
relatively low excitation density, the decay of the signal is well described by a single exponential function with a decay time of 530 - 720 ps depending on the excitation density.
However, by increasing the pump intensity the decay becomes bi-exponential, as shown in
Fig. 6.3. The residue of the fit for a pump excitation of 28 W/cm2 , is depicted in the lower
panel of Fig. 6.3, and clearly reveals the reflectivity oscillations. From the FFT spectra of
the oscillating parts obtained for different excitation densities, the oscillation frequency is
determined, see Fig. 6.4(a). Two main frequencies are deduced with values of 16.5 GHz
(τosc = 60.5 ps) and 28.3 GHz (τosc = 35.3 ps) independent of the pump intensity. For high
pump excitation densities a third frequency with a value of 8.95 GHz (τosc = 112 ps), is
observed. This frequency is also observed in the high excitation TRDR signal measured
at 5 K.
As is reported by Wang et al. [155], the period of reflection oscillations in TRDR signals
due to coherent acoustic phonons in the structure depends on the probe wavelength, and
can be expressed by:
λ
.
(6.1)
τosc =
2Vs n(λ)
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Here, Vs is the velocity of the acoustic mode and n(λ) is the index of refraction at the probe
wavelength, λ. Using Eq. (6.1), the sound velocities belonging to the three oscillation
frequencies, as deduced from Fig. 6.3, are calculated. We obtain 5.02×105 cm/s, 2.93×105
cm/s, and 1.59×105 cm/s for frequency 28.3 GHz, 16.5 GHz, and 8.95 GHz, respectively.
The first two velocities are in good agreement with the velocities of the QL and QT
acoustic phonons [151, 158] in GaAs along the [311] crystal direction, with velocities of
5.1×105 cm/s and 2.91×105 cm/s, respectively, as is derived by solving the Christoffel
equation Eq. (C.10) [151, 159],
→
−
k 2 Γ−
v = ρω 2 →
v,

 
 
α δ ²
vx
vx
k 2  δ β ζ  vy  = ρω 2 vy  ,
² ζ γ
vz
vz

(6.2)

with the elements α, β, . . . etc., given by Eq. (C.11). A detailed derivation of the phase
velocities is presented in Appendix C. Hence, the observed oscillations in the TRDR signal
are due to coherent acoustic phonons within the structure. The third frequency has no
direct analogy with acoustic phonons propagating in the [311] crystal direction. Also, this
mode is only observed for high excitation density. The third phonon mode, that is the pure
transverse mode, has a phase velocity of vT = 3.20×105 cm/s (Appendix C) and is twice
the velocity as determined from the experiments. However, the pure transverse mode is
polarized along the [011] direction [151], and is not detectable in the used experimental
configuration. In addition, at low temperatures we do not expect coherent acoustic phonons
induced by carrier capture within the QDs, because of the relative long carrier capture time.
The initial and dominant change of the QD reflectivity is due to carrier capture in the
QD ground state [127]. However, the refractive index can also be changed by a modulated
local strain field. That is, the QD reflectivity changes with the PZE field modulation in the
QD as a linear response to the modulated strain [150], which is enhanced in the clusters due
to a locally higher QD density compared to random QD layers. Hence, the amplitude of the
oscillation in the differential reflection signal scales linearly with the periodical change of the
refractive index [127, 150] at the probe energy. To locate the origin of the coherent acoustic
phonons, the amplitude of the oscillations is measured as a function of excitation density,
as shown in Fig. 6.4(b). The amplitude of the oscillations in the TRDR signals due to the
QL and QT acoustic phonons, initially increases linearly with increasing pump intensity,
and saturates for high excitation density. The same effect is observed for the amplitude
of the TRDR signal due to the carrier-induced QD bleaching, see Fig. 6.4(c). Dividing
the oscillation amplitude by the total TRDR amplitude, the relative oscillation amplitude
as function of the pump excitation density is obtained, see Fig. 6.4(d). The relative
amplitude decreases linearly with increasing pump intensity for both acoustic modes, with
a mutual ratio of 1.9. The linear dependence of the oscillation amplitude with respect to
the QD differential reflection amplitude, especially the agreement of the saturation point,
indicates that the coherent phonons are generated within the strained QD layer and not
in the SL template. This result is supported by the PL measurements at 293 K, where the
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luminescence of the SL template is negligible with respect to the PL of the QD clusters.
This suggests that the carriers are mainly captured in the QDs where the electron-hole
pairs recombine.
Coherent acoustic phonon generation is confirmed by room temperature TRDR measurements performed on QD clusters with 8 QDs on average [143], not shown here. These
measurements, reveal reflectivity oscillations with corresponding velocities of 4.98×105
cm/s and 2.87×105 cm/s. Hence, the generation of coherent QL and QT coherent acoustic phonons, respectively. In addition, the amplitude of the oscillations is decreased with
respect to the oscillations observed for clusters with 4 QDs on average, which suggests a
reduced local PZE field as is expected from the reduced local strain field for extended QD
groups with random QD layers as limiting case.
Finally, let us consider the physical mechanism responsible for the oscillations in the
TRDR signal. As the pump-generated carriers are captured within the QDs, the electronhole pairs will be separated by the strain-induced PZE field [149]. Subsequently, the
electron-hole pairs partly screen the PZE field [148, 149, 157]. The screening of the PZE
field induces locally instantaneous strain-relief, and hereby, initiating coherent acoustic
phonons. The resultant transient strain pulses [150, 156, 154], in turn modulate the local
PZE field in the QD clusters, and change the index of refraction of the QDs through the
quantum-confined Stark effect [152, 153]. The modulation of the optical properties, i.e.,
the dielectric function of the QDs, is detected by the resonant probe pulses, which are in
resonance with the QD transition energy, which is far below the GaAs band gap and the
SL template transition energy excluding a related contribution to the oscillations in the
TRDR signal by the GaAs barriers and the SL template.

6.4

Summary

In summary, we have observed coherent acoustic phonons - the QL and QT acoustic phonon
modes - in the TRDR signal of strain-engineered QD clusters grown on (311)B GaAs.
The coherent phonon excitation is due to carrier-induced modulation of the locally straininduced PZE field in the QD clusters, and causes optical oscillations in the strain-engineered
QD clusters described by the quantum-confined Stark effect.
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Chapter 7
Time-resolved differential reflection
spectroscopy on InAs/InP quantum
dots
The energy and excitation density dependence of the carrier dynamics in self-assembled
InAs/InP quantum dots (QDs) with a thin GaAs interlayer, emitting in the 1.55 µm wavelength region, are investigated by means of time-resolved pump-probe differential reflection
spectroscopy at room temperature. We observe ultrafast carrier capture and subsequential
carrier relaxation into the QD ground state within 2.5 ps. The carrier lifetime in the QDs
strongly depends on the QD optical transition energy within the QD ensemble as well as
the carrier density, and ranges from 560 to 2600 ps.1

1

Based on Appl. Phys. Lett. 86, 173109 (2005)
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7.1

Introduction

In the last decade, many studies have been devoted to the investigation of low-dimensional
semiconductor structures, due to their importance for applications in high-performance
semiconductor devices [20, 160, 161, 162]. Hereby, great progress has been made in the
growth and the optical properties of self-assembled quantum dots (QDs). Especially, QDs
emitting at the 1.55 µm telecommunication wavelength are of great interest. Recently,
Gong et al. [163, 164] have shown that the luminescence wavelength of InAs QDs grown
on an InP (100) substrate is reproducibly tuned by the deposition of a thin GaAs [163] or
GaP [164] interlayer between the GaInAsP buffer layer and the QD layer. By increasing
the thickness of the interlayer, the central wavelength is continuously tuned from 1.6 µm
down to 1.5 µm at room temperature (RT). In these studies Refs. [163, 164], the focus
has been on the continuous wave (cw) optical properties of the QDs, rather than the timecharacteristics, that is, the transient optical response. However, for the application of
these structures in optoelectronic devices, accurate knowledge of the optical time response
is required. The dynamic response determined by the carrier capture and carrier lifetime,
is crucial for the performance, in particular the modulation speed of optoelectronic devices
and for their modelling.
In this chapter, we report on the experimental study of the carrier dynamics of selfassembled InAs/InP QDs with a thin GaAs interlayer [163], by using two-color pump-probe
time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy (TRDR) [17, 86] at RT, which is a timeresolved bleaching technique. Using non-resonant excitation, carriers are excited within
the barriers surrounding the QDs and diffuse from the barriers toward the QDs where
they have the probability to be captured by the QD, and in which they relax to the QD
ground state. The probe beam monitors the absorption bleaching in the vicinity of the
QD ground state transition. This technique allows us to study the occupation density
of the QD eigenstates directly in the time-domain. We employ TRDR to investigate the
carrier capture and carrier recombination dynamics. We will show that the carriers are
captured in the InAs/InP QDs within 2.5 ps, independent of the QD transition energy. To
the best of our knowledge, time-resolved bleaching experiments on InAs/InP QDs in the
technologically important 1.55 µm wavelength region have not been reported before.

7.2

Sample details and experimental setup

The self-assembled InAs QDs are grown by chemical beam epitaxy on a (100) InP substrate,
misoriented by 2◦ towards (110). At a sample temperature of 500 ◦ C, a 200 nm InP buffer
layer is grown on the substrate, followed by a 100 nm lattice-matched GaInAsP layer (λg
= 1.29 µm). A thin GaAs layer of 1.9 MLs is deposited before the growth of the InAs
QD layer: 3.2 MLs InAs, which is capped by 100 nm GaInAsP. The sample has a QD
density of approximately 3.1×1010 cm−2 as measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
on uncovered surface QDs, as shown in Fig. 7.1. For more details concerning the growth
procedure, we refer to Ref. [163].
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Figure 7.1: AFM image of the InAs/InP QD sample. The scan field is 2×2 µm2 and the
black-to-white height contrast is 5 nm.

The time-resolved bleaching measurements are performed using two-color pump-probe
differential reflection spectroscopy [17, 86], see also Section 2.5. In this configuration, a
76.6 MHz mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser is used as the pump source, and is mechanically
chopped with a frequency of 4 kHz. The pump pulses are focussed on the sample with a
spot size of 55 µm, exciting carriers in the barrier layers. The pump-induced absorption
changes within the QDs are probed by 2 ps long pulses which are generated from an optical
parametric oscillator. The probe energy is tuned over the QD optical transition energy
within the ensemble. With a graded index lens the probe light is focussed on the sample
with a spot size of 25 µm. Probe light reflected from the sample is collected by the same
lens and is focussed on a balanced photodetector and subsequently measured by a lock0
in amplifier. Hereby, we are able to achieve differential reflectivity signals, ∆R
= R−R
,
R0
R0
−7
with a relative sensitively of 5×10 . All the TRDR measurements are performed at room
temperature.

7.3
7.3.1

Experimental results
Photoluminescence and differential reflection spectrum

The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum as well as the differential reflection spectrum are
presented in Fig. 7.2. The inhomogeneously broadened PL spectrum clearly shows the
luminescence of the QDs and of the quaternary layer centered at 0.816 eV (1520 nm)
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Figure 7.2: Room temperature PL spectrum and the TRDR spectrum of the InAs/InP
QDs. The arrow at 1.6 µm, marks the detection limit of the InGaAs detector (liquid
nitrogen cooled). The inset depicts the PL spectrum at 4.8 K.

and 0.960 eV (1290 nm), respectively. The spectrum obtained by TRDR, is slightly redshifted with respect to the QD PL and is centered at 0.812 eV (1527 nm). Moreover,
the PL spectrum is broadened with respect to the TRDR spectrum, with full-width at
half-maxima (FWHM) of 93 meV and 41 meV, respectively. However, if we analyse the
PL spectrum obtained at 4.8 K, as is depicted in the inset of Fig. 7.2, the spectral shape
of the 4.8 K PL spectrum and the RT TRDR spectrum are similar. The shift as well as
the broadening of the RT PL spectrum can be explained by thermal carrier activation and
redistribution as discussed by Patanè et al. [145].

7.3.2

Time-resolved differential reflectivity

Figure 7.3 depicts the transient bleaching signal from the QD ground state optical transition
measured at 1466 nm and 1522 nm. We observe a steep rise of the bleaching signal followed
by a bi-exponential decay. The rise of the signal is characterized by the carrier capture
time, τC , which includes carrier diffusion toward the QDs, carrier capture, and relaxation in
the QDs, whereas the bleaching decay is due to carrier recombination within the QDs (the
carrier lifetime). The bi-exponential decay is due to two different carrier recombination
paths, namely non-radiative and radiative carrier recombination which are characterized
by τR1 and τR2 , as we will show later.
As is illustrated by the time-traces in Fig. 7.3, the carrier lifetime strongly depends
on the QD optical transition energy. To investigate this dependence, we have measured
the bleaching dynamics as a function of the QD transition energy. Figure 7.4 depicts
the carrier capture time and both carrier recombination times as a function of the QD
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Figure 7.3: Transient bleaching signals for different QD transition energies, showing the
carrier capture and carrier recombination. The amplitudes of the bleaching signals are
normalized for clarity.

transition energy. We clearly observe that the carrier capture time does not depend on
the QD transition energy and has a value of τC = 2.2 ± 0.3 ps. The fast component of
the carrier recombination process has a response time of τR1 = 31 ± 3 ps, which exhibits
a small variation around the peak transition energy of the QD ensemble. Contrary to
the carrier capture and the fast carrier recombination time, the slower component of the
carrier recombination process does have a strong energy dependence and its response time
τR2 can be well approximated by a Gaussian function centered at 0.816 eV (1519 nm) with
a FWHM of 55 meV. A similar behavior has been observed in InAs/GaAs QDs at 5 K as
is presented in Section 4.3, where the non-radiative recombination process is suppressed.
Moreover, the peak energy of this decay time spectrum is in accordance with the central
energy of the PL spectrum, 0.816 eV. Hence, we believe that the slow decay time is due
to the radiative carrier recombination, and the fast component of the bleaching decay is
governed by thermally activated non-radiative recombination.
In Chapter 4, we have shown that QDs within an ensemble can couple radiatively.
The theory predicts that the TRDR decay time spectrum, or polariton radiative lifetime
spectrum, is governed by the QD density of states. From Fig. 7.4, we observe that the
polariton radiative lifetime spectrum is consistent with the PL spectrum at 4.2 K, if we take
into account the thermal broadening and the thermally induced energy shift. Hence, from
the TRDR measurements we observe radiative coupling between QDs within the ensemble,
consistent with the results of Chapter 4.
To analyse the influence of the carrier density on the carrier capture time as well as on
the carrier lifetime within the QDs, we have studied the bleaching dynamics as a function
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Figure 7.4: Carrier dynamics versus the QD transition energy.

of the pump excitation density. The probe beam has a fixed wavelength of 1522 nm, near
to the peak emission wavelength. Figure 7.5(a) depicts the amplitude of the QD bleaching,
which increases linearly with increasing pump excitation density. Note that no saturation
of the QD bleaching is observed. The carrier capture time initially increases from 1.6 ps at
low density to 2.5 ps with the increase of the pump excitation density, and remains constant
with further increase of the excitation power, as is shown in Fig. 7.5(b). Carrier capture
processes are expected to be enhanced due to carrier-carrier scattering at high carrier
densities [53] (Section 2.2). Despite the increase of the carrier density no enhancement
of the capture rate is observed. Thus, from both the non-saturated bleaching and the
excitation density independent capture rate, we suggest that during our measurements the
average number of electron-hole pairs per QD is less than one, even at high excitation
density. In addition, Fig. 7.5(b) shows that the carrier capture is initially fast, which we
assign to the strong structural improvement of the two-dimensional wetting layer upon
insertion of the GaAs interlayer and the high QD density, as shown in Ref. [163].
For the non-radiative recombination time, a small variation at low excitation density
is observed with a minimum and maximum value of 28 ps and 37 ps, respectively. On the
other hand, the radiative recombination time shows a relatively strong excitation density
dependence with a lower limit of 1070 ps. Nonetheless, the long carrier lifetime demonstrates high structural quality of the self-assembled InAs/InP QDs. In addition, we would
like to remark that similar results are obtained at lower and higher QD transition energies.
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7.4

Summary

In summary, we have studied the carrier dynamics in self-assembled InAs/InP QDs with
a thin GaAs interlayer, using TRDR as function of the QD transition energy as well as
the pump-induced carrier density, both at room temperature. The QD structure has a
fast optical response, that is, a short carrier capture time, which is less than 2.5 ps and
a carrier lifetime within the QDs of 560-2600 ps, depending on the transition energy and
the carrier density. The fast carrier capture makes these QDs suitable for the realization
of high-speed QD-laser structures, semiconductor optical amplifiers, and optical switches
with large modulation bandwidths operating in the 1.55 µm wavelength range.
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Chapter 8
Circular dichroism in InAs/GaAs
quantum dots: induced magnetism?
Self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) are studied by means of circular polarizationresolved photoluminescence and pump-probe differential reflectivity as a function of the
excitation density using a linear polarized pump laser. We observe an unexpected large
circular polarization anisotropy, which decreases with increasing excitation density for both
experimental techniques. Comparison of the respective polarization degrees reveals a ratio of
approximately 0.2. Moreover, the reflection measurements reveal circular dichroism with a
ratio of Θ+ /Θ− = 1.16. Circular dichroism in semiconductor QDs, can be explained by the
induced magnetism as a result of a strong coupling between the pump-induced QD-exciton
and the circularly polarized probe field.
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8.1

Introduction

The realization of high-quality semiconductor quantum structures, e.g., quantum dots
(QDs), is one of the major challenges in solid-state physics. Semiconductor QDs have
the potential to form building blocks of electronic and optoelectronic devices [20] such
as quantum processors [23, 165]. In order to apply QDs in new generation devices, the
physical properties of these nanostructures have to be known. Especially for the realization
of spin quantum bits, QDs can be used. In this case, the knowledge of the spin polarization
of confined carriers within the QDs [23, 165, 166, 167] is of crucial importance. For QDs,
the spin-state of the carriers within the QDs can be manipulated by applying magnetic
fields or by using circular polarized light as the excitation source. To reveal the carrier-spin
polarization, QD nanostructures are usually investigated by means of polarization-resolved
photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. This is because the emitted light of spin polarized
carriers is circularly polarized. More direct approaches for studying the spin polarization
of the confined carriers are polarization-resolved absorption measurement techniques. An
experimentally more convenient approach is differential reflection spectroscopy [86], which
monitors directly the polarization of the carriers within the QD eigenstates.
In many experimental studies [168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173], small residual circular
polarization anisotropies of the order of a few percent have been observed in StranskiKrastanow grown quantum dots in the absence of an applied magnetic field. In these
experiments, the spin-state was initially set by a circular polarized laser. However after spin
relaxation, a net polarization is still observed which suggests a residual spin-polarization
of the carriers in the QDs. A straightforward explanation for such a residual circular
polarization anisotropy has not been given, although it is generally believed that it should
be do to the strain distribution in and around the QDs. Although many studies observe
such a small residual anisotropy, few studies explicitly state that these anisotropies are
larger than the measurement error.
Pryor and Flatté [174] recently noted that the observed spin polarization in a photoluminescence experiment, is not necessarily directly connected with a spin polarization within
the QD of a similar magnitude. In particular, Pryor and Flatté [174] have shown theoretically that a 100% spin polarization along the [110] direction is converted into a small
circular polarization of the emitted PL of the order of 5% due to the QD-geometry. It is
convenient to define a more general conversion efficiency (ξ) between the spin-polarization
ρs and the polarization ρP L of the emitted photoluminescence by: ρP L = ξ · ρs . With ρP L,s
defined as
I+ − I−
I↑ − I↓
ρP L = +
,
and
ρ
=
,
(8.1)
s
I + I−
I↑ + I↓
where I +(−) denote the amplitudes of the circular polarization components (σ +(−) ), and
I ↑(↓) the amount of spin-up and spin-down polarized carriers. Although Pryor and Flatté
[174] also predict a conversion efficiency ξ near unity (ξ = 0.98) for light propagating along
the [001] axis of the QD, which is the usual PL collection configuration, it is not clear
whether or not the conversion efficiency remains large for realistic QDs with an anisotropic
strain distribution [126] and with the usual compositional gradients [15, 16]. Because the
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conversion efficiency is not equal to unity and strongly depends on the QD properties, PL
is not a proper technique to determine the actual carrier-spin polarization.
Time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy (TRDR) is expected to measure the
QD density of states directly, see Section 2.1. This means that circular polarized TRDR is
able to measure the spin polarization in a more direct way. In this chapter, we compare the
polarization degree obtained by TRDR with the residual circular polarization anisotropy of
the emitted photoluminescence of the QD nanostructure. All measurements were obtained
in the absence of an applied magnetic field. For both PL and TRDR, we perform the
polarization-resolved measurements as a function of the excitation density. We observe an
unexpected large circular polarization anisotropy in the TRDR signal with the same sign
and a similar excitation density dependence as the observed small circular polarization
anisotropy of the emitted PL.

8.2

Sample and experimental details

The self-assembled QDs which are investigated in this study, are grown by molecular beam
epitaxy on a GaAs substrate, see also Chapter 3. A 295 nm GaAs buffer layer is first
deposited at 580 ◦ C, followed by a 30 nm GaAs layer grown at 490 ◦ C. Five layers of
QDs are grown by the sequential deposition of 2.1 MLs of InAs followed by 30 nm GaAs.
After the QD growth, the sample temperature is increased to 580 ◦ C, in order to cap
the structure with 137 nm GaAs. The 30 nm GaAs spacer layers are inserted to prevent
electronic coupling of the QDs. Atomic force microscopy images of uncovered QDs show
the formation of quantum dots with an areal density of 2.8×1010 cm−2 per QD layer.
Photoluminescence spectra of the QD sample are obtained by using a linear polarized
cw-Ti:sapphire (Ti:S) laser as the excitation source, with the photon-energy tuned above
the GaAs band gap energy (Eex = 1.55 eV). Hereby, carriers with spin polarizations ↑ and
↓ are generated with equal probability in the QDs. That is, linear excitation yields no
preferential spin orientation of the photogenerated carriers. Using a quarter wave plate
combined with a linear polarizer in the luminescence channel, we able to discriminate
between σ + and σ − polarized luminescence.
Polarization-resolved differential reflectivity measurements are performed using 2 ps
probe pulses generated from an optical parametric oscillator synchronically pumped by a
mode-locked Ti:S laser with a repetition rate of 76.6 MHz, see Section 2.5. The linear
polarized Ti:S laser is used as the pump source, which is mechanically chopped at a frequency of 4 kHz. The pump pulses have a photon-energy higher than the GaAs band gap
energy. Hence, the pump laser excites carriers within the GaAs barrier layers. The free
carriers diffuse in the GaAs toward the QDs where they are captured and subsequently
relax down toward the QD ground state. The population of the QD energy levels changes
the dielectric function of the QDs, and hereby, inducing a change of the QD reflectivity
[127], see Section 2.1. The carrier-induced reflection changes are monitored by tuning the
probe laser into resonance with the ground state transition energy of the QD ensemble.
The population probability of the QD spin eigenstates ↑ and ↓, are expected to be equal for
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non-resonant excitation. That is, the photogenerated carriers populating the QD ground
state are not expected to have an initial spin-polarization or spin-memory due to the pump.
For the circularly polarization-resolved TRDR measurements, the probe field is circularly
polarized with polarization σ + or σ − , such that we are able to monitor individually the
population of the degenerated eigenstates. Initially, the probe light is linear polarized. To
obtain circular polarized light, a quarter wave plate is used.

8.3

Experimental results

Photoluminescence Figure 8.1(a) depicts (circular) polarization-resolved PL spectra of
the QD nanostructure for various excitation densities. The PL spectra clearly reveal the
QD ground and first excited state, and show a weak circular polarization. Using Eq. (8.1)
the circular polarization anisotropy of the luminescence (ρP L ) is derived and is depicted as
a function of the pump intensity in Fig. 8.1(b). The anisotropy decreases with increasing
excitation density [168, 175] and has a value of approximately ρP L = 1.5 % for Pexc → ∞,
as depicted in Fig. 8.1(b).
Differential reflectivity A typical differential reflectivity time trace is depicted in the
inset of Fig. 8.2(a), with the probe laser tuned into resonance with the QD ground state,
Eprobe = 1.12 eV. The rise of the signal is governed by the carrier capture and relaxation
within the QD and has a characteristic time of 15 ps. The decay of the signal is due to
carrier recombination with a decay time of 1330 ps. It is important to note that, we do not
observe any polarization dynamics. That is, no time dependence of the circular polarization
degree is observed. Figure 8.2(a) depicts the amplitude of the TRDR signal ( ∆R
) as a
R0
+
−
function of pump-induced carrier density, using σ and σ polarized light. Initially, the
differential reflectivity amplitude increases linearly with the carrier density, due to an
increasing ground state occupation within the QD ensemble [127]. A deviation from the
linear behavior is observed as the carrier density is increased and begins to saturate. A
similar behavior is observed for TRDR measurements in which linear polarized light is
used, see Chapter 5. Also here, we ascribe the onset of the saturation to the finite density
of states of the QD ensemble. From Fig. 8.2(a), a strong polarization dependence of the
TRDR amplitude is observed with σ + the preferential polarization. This illustrates circular
polarization anisotropy of the QD reflectivity (ρ∆R ), which suggests circular dichroism of
the QD ground state.
In Chapter 5, a binomial model is developed which describes the level population as
function of the excitation density. The differential signal as function of the carrier density
(η) can be expressed by:
(1 − (1 − β)γη )
1
∆R
(η) = ΘNoc (η) = Θ
, with β =
.
R0
β
Ntot

(8.2)

Here, Θ denotes the differential reflection per QD, which has the dimension of a cross
section [134, 176]. In Eq. (8.2), Noc and Ntot denote the number of occupied and the total
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number of QD states, respectively. The fraction of probed QD energy states, which is
determined by the probe laser, is taken into account by γ. In Fig. 8.2(a), we have applied
the binomial function [Eq. (8.2)] to the polarization-resolved TRDR measurement results.
From the experimental fits with Ntot = 2.8×1011 cm−2 for the five layers, we obtain Θ+ =
2.23×10−15 cm2 and Θ− = 1.93×10−15 cm2 . The different cross sections reveal a circular
Θ+
polarization anisotropy with a ratio of Θ
− = 1.16. This ratio is by definition also equal to
the circular dichroism.
As is shown in Fig. 8.2(b), the polarization anisotropy ρ∆R of the TRDR signal depends
strongly on the pump-induced carrier density and decreases from 0.27 down to 0.15 with
increasing carrier density within our range of pump excitation. We like to note that the excitation power dependence in PL and TRDR are very similar, providing a strong indication
that the polarization dependent PL and reflection are strongly correlated. Because TRDR
is able to probe the occupation of the QD density of states, and also the polarization of
the carrier wave functions (see Chapter 5), and because circular polarized light is directly
related to the carrier-spin polarization, we suggest that the expression ρP L = ξ ·ρs = ζ ·ρ∆R
is justified. The fit included in Fig. 8.2(b) is derived from the experimental fits of Fig.
8.2(a) by using Eq. (8.1). In the limit η → ∞, i.e., for complete QD level saturation, a
degree of polarization anisotropy is deduced which has a value of approximately ρ∆R =
7.2 %. A comparison of our results obtained by luminescence and differential reflectivity
measurements, Figs. 8.1 and 8.2, respectively, reveals a non-unity conversion efficiency of
ζ = 0.2.

8.4

Discussion

As is mentioned above, circular polarized PL is not expected for linear polarized excitation
in the absence of a magnetic field. However, a small net polarization is observed for
the QD ground state and which is more pronounced for the first excited state (Fig. 8.1).
Misalignment of the quarter lambda plate might cause the observed polarization, although,
we have carefully checked this during the measurements. The observed anisotropy of 1.5
% at high pump powers, is in the same order as our measurement error. Therefore, it is
rather difficult to make a statement with respect to the absolute value of the polarization
degree. On the other hand, the measurement error can not explain the excitation density
dependence of the anisotropy.
Although InAs/GaAs QDs are non-magnetic, it has been reported [177] that a change
of the QD geometry or a reduction of the QD circular symmetry may result in a piezomagnetic behavior [178]. This means that, strain and/or composition gradients can induce a
magnetization. Hence, the total spin of the carriers are governed by the QD shape [177].
An other mechanism which might play a role in the interaction of the applied electromagnetic field and the QDs, is the induced magnetism [178, 179, 180]. Let us approximate
a self-assembled QD by a dielectric sphere with radius RQD , which is much smaller than
the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave in vacuum (RQD ¿ λ). In addition, we assume
non-magnetic QDs. As we have shown in Chapter 4, the QD permittivity can be written
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in the form of a Lorentzian [Eq. (4.3)]. At resonance, the permittivity is much larger than
one, |ε| À 1. In this case, the electric part of the absorption reduces, but the magnetic
part of the absorption is enhanced and is not negligible any more [178]. State filling of
the QD ground state by the pump-generated carriers changes the local QD permittivity
(εpeak ∼ 104 ) [Eq. (4.3)], and in turn changes the diffraction of the electromagnetic field by
the QDs. It is expected that both the electric and the magnetic polarizability of the QD are
strongly changed. As a result of the large carrier induced changes of the local permittivity
is, that the wavelength of the light inside the QD becomes comparable with the QD size,
λQD ∼ RQD . This ultimately leads to light confinement inside a QD, and subsequently,
the photon strongly couples with the QD-exciton. This means that, a polariton is formed
inside the QD in agreement with the calculations as presented in Chapter 4. In this QDpolariton picture, the scattered electromagnetic field due to the magnetic polarizability of
the QDs is expected to provide an induced magnetism [179, 180] with a lifetime of order of
10−5 s, exceeding the exciton radiative lifetime. In our TRDR measurements, we observe
a circular dichroism which does not decay at the time scale of the experiment. This is in
agreement with the predicted long lifetime of the induced magnetism.
The observation of circular polarization anisotropy in QD reflectivity, suggests that
electromagnetic fields with σ + or σ − polarization of the electric part couple to the QDexciton with a different strength. Although a homogeneous and spherical QD will not
discriminate between the two polarizations, we have to remark that realistic QDs are
highly non-spherical and not homogeneous. This does not only manifest in the linear
polarization anisotropy as discussed in Chapter 5, but also in the spin-to-PL conversion
as reported by Pryor and Flatté [174]. Therefore, we expect that the observed circular
dichroism monitors the coupling strength of the exciton with the polarized photon. This
suggests left- and righthanded QD-polaritons.

8.5

Summary

In summary, we have observed circular polarization anisotropy of the QD PL and differential reflectivity. From the comparison of the polarized TRDR signal with polarized PL
as a function of excitation density, we deduce a ratio of approximately 0.2. Polarizationresolved reflectivity measurements reveal circular dichroism of the QD ground state with
a magnitude of 1.16. The observation of circular dichroism in InAs/GaAs QDs, can be
explained by the induced magnetism as a result of the coupling between the QD-exciton
(generated by the pump laser) and the circularly polarized electromagnetic field of the
probe. Hence, the creation of left- and righthanded QD-polaritons.
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Appendix A
Details cryostat
In order to perform time-resolved differential reflection spectroscopy at 5, 77, and 293 K,
a bath-cryostat is used. A side-view and top-view of the cryostat are depicted in Figs. A.1
and A.2, respectively.

Figure A.1: Side-view of the bath-cryostat, where LN (LH) denotes the liquid nitrogen
(liquid helium) bath.
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Figure A.2: Top-view of the bath-cryostat.

The probe light propagates perpendicular to the sample surface and is focussed on
the sample by using a graded-index lens. The lens is mounted in a bellow, such that the
position of the lens can be changed from the outside. The pump beam has an angle of
incidence of 45◦ with respect to the sample surface.
The quantum dot sample is mounted on the cold finger below the liquid helium bath.
In order to optimize the sample reflection signal, the sample holder can be adjusted from
the outside. By means of the tuning threads which are connected to the tuning knobs, the
sample can be tilted and rotated over ± 3◦ . In order to tune and to guarantee the stability
of the sample during the measurements, seven steel (AISI 304) threads with a diameter of
0.8 mm are used.
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Appendix B
Energy state occupation: a binomial
model
In this section, a model is developed to calculate the number of occupied QD energy
states after optical excitation of the sample by a short laser pulse. Here, a self-assembled
InAs/GaAs QD structure is considered which has a general inhomogeneously broadened
density of states due to the QD size distribution. We assume that the pump-generated
carriers are randomly distributed over the different QDs within the layer as well as over
the energy states within the QD ensemble [132]. A short laser pulse is assumed with a
photon energy tuned above the GaAs band gap energy. Here, only the lowest QD energy
level, i.e., the QD ground state, is taken into account. This restriction does not affect
the generality of the proposed model, and can be expanded directly to a general model
including higher energy states. Experimentally, the number of photo-generated carriers is
varied by the pump excitation density and pump energy.
The occupation of the QD ground states within an ensemble with Ntot the total number
of QD ground states, and which is twice the number of QDs due to spin-up and spin-down
states, is determined by the carrier capture probability (or absorption probability) P . With
the increase of the number of occupied QD ground states Noc , due to the increase of the
number of pump-generated carriers, the probability of subsequent carrier capture decreases
proportionally. That is, the number of unoccupied QD ground states Nunoc determines the
carrier capture probability.
1 carrier (n = 1) In this case all the states are unoccupied. The probability that the
carrier has been captured is
P · Nunoc = P · (Ntot − Noc ) = P · Ntot = P1 .

(B.1)

In order to derive the occupation Noc |n=i , Pi has to be normalized. In the case of a sufficient
large number of QD ground states, thus Ntot À 1, the normalization can be done by using
P · Ntot , with the assumption that Noc = 1 for Ntot → ∞. Hence, for n = 1 the number of
occupied states is
P1
= 1.
(B.2)
Noc |n=1 =
P · Ntot
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2 carriers (n = 2) The first carrier has a capture probability P1 , and Noc |n=1 = 1. The
second carrier has a capture probability
P2 = P · Nunoc = P · (Ntot − Noc |n=1 ) = P · (Ntot − 1).

(B.3)

The number of occupied QD states becomes
Noc |n=2

2
X
1
1
=
·
Pi =
(P1 + P2 )
P · Ntot i
P · Ntot

=

1
1
(P · Ntot + P · Ntot − P ) = 2 −
.
P · Ntot
Ntot

(B.4)

3 carriers (n =3) For carrier 1 and 2 see above. The third carrier has a capture
probability
P3 = P · Nunoc = P · (Ntot − Noc |n=2 ) = P · [Ntot − (2 −

1
)].
Ntot

(B.5)

The number of occupied QD states becomes
Noc |n=3

3
X
1
1
=
·
Pi =
(P1 + P2 + P3 )
P · Ntot i
P · Ntot

= 2−

1
1
P
3
1
+
(P · Ntot − 2P +
)=3−
+ 2 .
Ntot P · Ntot
Ntot
Ntot Ntot

(B.6)

To illustrate the behavior of the state occupation probability, only the occupation for
n = 4, 5, and 6 are given.
(n = 4)
6
4
1
Noc |n=4 = 4 −
+ 2 − 3
(B.7)
Ntot Ntot Ntot
(n = 5)
Noc |n=5 = 5 −

10
10
5
1
+ 2 − 3 + 4
Ntot Ntot Ntot Ntot

(B.8)

(n = 6)

15
20
15
6
1
+ 2 − 3 + 4 − 5
(B.9)
Ntot Ntot Ntot Ntot Ntot
The derivation as depicted above, illustrates the carrier density dependence of the
occupation Noc |i , and can be split in its terms, as shown in Table B.1.
The values in column of O(0), i.e., the zeroth order, are given by n, column 1/Ntot by
2
by n(n − 1)(n − 2)/3!, ... etc. Hence, the occupation as derived
-n(n − 1)/2!, column 1/Ntot
above is rather similar to a binomial series as given by
Noc |n=6 = 6 −

n(n − 1)x2 n(n − 1)(n − 2)x3
±
+ ···
2!
3!
= (1 ± x)n , for x2 < 1.

ℵ(x, n) = 1 ± nx +
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(B.10)

Table B.1: Elements of the QD state occupation Eqs. (B.9 and B.12) as a function of the
number of carriers, up to n = 11.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

O(0)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

−1
Ntot
-1
-3
-6
-10
-15
-21
-28
-36
-45
-55

−2
Ntot
1
4
10
20
35
56
84
120
165

−3
Ntot
-1
-5
-15
-35
-70
-126
-210
-330

−4
Ntot
1
6
21
56
126
252
462

−5
Ntot
-1
-7
-28
-84
-210
-462

−6
Ntot
1
8
36
120
330

−7
Ntot
-1
-9
-45
-165

−8
Ntot
1
10
55

−9
Ntot
-1
-11

−10
Ntot
1

The number of occupied QD energy states is expressed as
Noc (n) = n − n(n − 1)/2! + n(n − 1)(n − 2)/3! − · · · ,

(B.11)

and can be rewritten in the form of a binomial function, such that
Noc (n) =

1 − (1 − β)n
1
, with β =
.
β
Ntot
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(B.12)
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Appendix C
Acoustic phonons: Christoffel
equation
When a plane of atoms within a crystal moves in phase, we can describe the displacement
→
from its equilibrium position by the displacement vector −
u = (ux , uy , uz ). Although a
three-dimensional displacement is suggested, the movement of the plane is one-dimensional.
The elastic response of the crystal is assumed to be linearly proportional to the forces, which
is known as Hooke’s law. The induced elastic restoring forces lead to oscillatory motions
→
of the medium, hence, inducing acoustic phonons [159]. The attenuation −
u of acoustic
i(ωt−kxi )
plane waves is proportional to e
, with ω and k the oscillation frequency and the
wave vector, respectively. k and ω are related by the dispersion of the wave, defining the
phase velocity v=ω/k. In addition, the wave vector which has three modes, that is, one of
longitudinal polarization and two of transverse polarization [158, 159].
Hooke’s law states that the stress is linearly proportional to the strain:
T = C · S,
→
S = ∇·−
u.

(C.1)
(C.2)

Here, T and S denote the stress field tensor and the strain field tensor, respectively, and
C the 6×6 stiffness tensor with elastic stiffness constants cij . The dynamical deformation
of the crystal can be described by the equation of motion
∇·T =ρ

∂ 2u
− F,
∂t2

(C.3)

→
→
→
→
with momentum density −
p =ρ−
v (−
v =∂ −
u /∂t) and ρ the density of mass. F denotes the
applied force field, however, we will assume a source free region and set F equal to zero.
Equation (C.3) is rewritten as
→
∂−
p
.
(C.4)
∇·T =
∂t
Substitution of Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) in Eq. (C.4) the momentum equation becomes:
→
→
D·C ·D ·−
v = −ρω 2 −
v,
T
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(C.5)

with





∂
∂x1

D= 0
0

0
∂
∂x2

0

0
0
∂
∂x3

0
∂
∂x3
∂
∂x2

and

∂
∂x3

0

∂
∂x1

c11


∂
c12
∂x2
c13
∂ 

C
=
,
∂x1
c14

0
c15
c16

c12
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26

c13
c23
c33
c34
c35
c36

c14
c24
c34
c44
c45
c46

c15
c25
c35
c45
c55
c56


c16
c26 

c36 
,
c46 

c56 
c66

 
vx
−
→
v =  vy  .
vz

(C.6)

(C.7)
T

Equation (C.5) is the general elastodynamic wave equation, where D denotes the transpose of D. If we restrict ourselves to plane waves within a homogeneous medium propagating in the direction
−
→
→
→
→
l = lx −
ex + ly −
e y + lz −
ez ,
(C.8)
−
→
here ei is the unit vectorpin direction i, we obtain for Eq. (C.5) the Christoffel equation
by using ki =kli with k= kx2 + ky2 + kz2 ,



c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
lx 0 0

 c12 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26   0 ly 0   


lx 0 0 0 lz ly 
c13 c23 c33 c34 c35 c36   0 0 lz  vx
2



 
0 ly 0 lz 0 lx  
−k
  0 lz ly  vy
c
c
c
c
c
c
14
24
34
44
45
46


0 0 lz ly lx 0 
c15 c25 c35 c45 c55 c56  lz 0 lx  vz
c16 c26 c36 c46 c56 c66
ly lx 0
 
vx
= −ρω 2 vy  .
(C.9)
vz
Eq. (C.9) can be simplified as
−
→
k 2 Γ−
v = ρω 2 →
v,

 
 
α δ ²
vx
vx
2
2 



δ β ζ
vy
k
= ρω vy ,
² ζ γ
vz
vz

(C.10)

with
α = c11 lx2 + c66 ly2 + c55 lz2 + 2c56 ly lz + 2c15 lz lx + 2c16 lx ly ,
β = c66 lx2 + c22 ly2 + c44 lz2 + 2c24 ly lz + 2c46 lz lx + 2c26 lx ly ,
γ = c55 lx2 + c44 ly2 + c33 lz2 + 2c34 ly lz + 2c35 lz lx + 2c45 lx ly ,
δ = c16 lx2 + c26 ly2 + c45 lz2 + (c46 + c25 )ly lz + (c14 + c56 )lz lx + (c12 + c66 )lx ly , (C.11)
² = c15 lx2 + c46 ly2 + c35 lz2 + (c45 + c36 )ly lz + (c13 + c55 )lz lx + (c14 + c56 )lx ly ,
ζ = c56 lx2 + c24 ly2 + c34 lz2 + (c44 + c23 )ly lz + (c36 + c45 )lz lx + (c25 + c46 )lx ly .
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In the case of cubic crystals, e.g., GaAs, the stiffness tensor becomes:


c11 c12 c12 0
0
0
c12 c11 c12 0
0
0


c12 c12 c11 0
0
0

.
C=

0
0
0
c
0
0
44


0
0
0
0 c44 0 
0
0
0
0
0 c44

(C.12)

To derive the phase velocities of the three modes of the acoustic phonons, we have to solve
Eq. (C.10). That is, solving the determinant of M by making use of the dispersion relation,
M = (k 2 Γ − ρω 2 I) = 0,

(C.13)

with I the unit tensor. For acoustic phonons propagating in GaAs along the [311] crystal
direction, the l-values become lx = 3, ly = 1, and lz = 1. Thus, Det(M ) is rewritten as
¯
¯
¯9c11 + 2c44 − 11ρω 2 /k 2
¯
3(c
+
c
)
3(c
+
c
)
12
44
12
44
¯
¯
2
2
¯
¯ = 0 (C.14)
3(c12 + c44 )
c11 + 10c44 − 11ρω /k
c12 + c44
¯
¯
¯
3(c12 + c44 )
c12 + c44
c11 + 10c44 − 11ρω 2 /k 2 ¯
The values of the phase velocities obtained from Eq. (C.14), are
v12 = (c11 + 9c44 − c12 )/11ρ,
v22 = (10c11 + c12 + 13c44 − Υ)/22ρ,
v32 = (10c11 + c12 + 13c44 + Υ)/22ρ,

(C.15)

Υ2 = 64c11 + 73c12 + 153c44 + 162c12 c44 − 16c11 c12 − 144c11 c44 .

(C.16)

where
The elastic stiffness constants of In1−x Gax As are [181](in units of GPa)
c11 = 83.3 + 35.5x,
c12 = 45.3 + 8.5x,
c44 = 39.6 + 19.8x,
and ρ = 5.67 - 0.35x g/cm3 . Hence, we obtain v1 = 3.20×105 cm/s, v2 = 2.88×105 cm/s,
and v3 = 5.11×105 cm/s, corresponding to pure transverse (T), quasi-transverse (QT),
and quasi-longitudinal (QL) waves, respectively. Identifying the velocities, v1 = vT , v2 =
vQT , and v3 = vQL [151].
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Samenvatting
Deze dissertatie beschrijft de resultaten die zijn behaald door middel van tijdsopgeloste reflectiemetingen aan halfgeleiderstructuren met afmetingen van slechts enkele nanometers.
Omdat de eigenschappen van deze nanostructuren in alle kristalrichtingen volledig kwantummechanisch beschreven kunnen worden, worden deze nanostructuren ook wel kwantumstippen genoemd. In het experiment worden elektron-gat paren gecreëerd met een
pomplaser in het GaAs materiaal rondom de kwantumstippen. Door gebruik te maken van
een aftastlaser met ultra korte pulsen kan de dynamica van de ladingsdragers (elektronen
en gaten) worden bestudeerd in het tijdsdomein. Wanneer de foton-energie van de aftastlaser in resonantie is met één van de eigen-energieën van de kwantumstip, is het mogelijk
de dynamica van de ladingsdragers in kwantumstippen en de wederkerige interactie tussen
de kwantumstippen te bestuderen. In dit proefschrift zijn verschillende preparaten met
zowel enkele als meerdere lagen kwantumstippen onderzocht.
De kennis van de dynamica van ladingsdragers in een kwantumstip is van essentieel
belang voor de ontwikkeling van toekomstige elektro-optische toepassingen en van apparaten waarin de kwantumstippen het actieve medium vormen. Hierbij kan men denken
aan optische schakelaars in telecommunicatie-netwerken, maar ook aan nieuwe type laser
diodes en in de toekomst wellicht ook aan kwantumcomputers.
De dynamica van de ladingdragers is op te splitsen in twee delen, namelijk: (i) de invangst van de ladingsdragers in de kwantumstip vanuit het GaAs-continuüm, inclusief de
hierop volgende energierelaxatie in de kwantumstip en (ii) de recombinatie van de ingevangen elektron-gat paren. Door de foton-energie van de aftastlaser te variëren binnen het
emissie-spectrum van het ensemble van InAs/GaAs kwantumstippen - het golflengtegebied
tussen 1050 en 1225 nm - is de energieafhankelijkheid van de energierelaxatie van de ladingsdragers onderzocht. Uit dit onderzoek blijkt, dat de effectieve relaxatietijd sterk afhankelijk
is van de eindtoestand in de kwantumstip. Tezamen met metingen als functie van de excitatiedichtheid en de temperatuur van het preparaat is aangetoond, dat het klassieke model
voor de energierelaxatie van ladingsdragers - het model op basis van cascaderelaxatie niet geldt voor de onderzochte nanostructuren met InAs/GaAs kwantumstippen. In dit
proefschrift is aangetoond dat de energierelaxatie van de ladingsdragers plaatsvindt door
middel van een sterke koppeling tussen de energieniveaus in de kwantumstippen en het
energie-continuüm van het omringende halfgeleider materiaal. Dit relaxatiemechanisme
wordt tenslotte afgesloten met het uitzenden van één enkel longitudinaal optisch fonon
waarmee de ladingsdragers in de grondtoestand van de kwantumstip arriveren.
Nadat de ladingsdragers gerelaxeerd zijn naar een energetisch lager gelegen energieniveau, hebben de elektron-gat paren de kans om te recombineren onder de uitzending van
een foton. De emissiekans van een geı̈soleerde emitterende kwantumstip kan beschreven
worden met behulp van Fermi’s Gouden Regel. Voor een ensemble van kwantumstippen
is de beschrijving van de emissiekans door middel van deze Regel echter niet afdoende.
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In dit proefschrift is voor het eerst aangetoond dat de levensduur in een tijdsopgeloste
reflectiemeting een sterke resonantie vertoont als functie van de gebruikte golflengte van
de aftastlaser. Deze metingen laten zien dat de levensduur van de ladingsdragers sterk
afhangt van de onderlinge afstand van de geëxciteerde kwantumstippen in het preparaat.
Omdat de levensduur van de ladingsdragers afhankelijk is van de onderlinge afstand van
geëxciteerde kwantumstippen, blijkt de levensduur dus ook afhankelijk te zijn van de intensiteit van de pomppulsen. Hoewel de kwantumstippen niet elektronisch gekoppeld zijn,
laten de experimentele resultaten op verrassende wijze zien dat de kwantumstippen gekoppeld blijken te zijn middels het optische veld. Deze wederkerige stralende interacties tussen
de kwantumstippen zijn theoretisch onderbouwd door een model dat beschreven wordt met
behulp van Hertz-potentialen.
Een soortgelijke resonantie van de levensduur is waargenomen voor een ensemble van
InAs/InP kwantumstippen. Deze kwantumstippen zenden licht uit bij kamertemperatuur
in het voor de telecommunicatie belangrijke golflengte gebied van 1.55 µm. In deze dissertatie worden de resultaten van de eerste optische studie naar de dynamica van ladingsdragers in InAs/InP kwantumstippen beschreven. Uit de tijdsopgeloste metingen wordt
opgemaakt dat de ladingsdragers ultrasnel door de kwantumstippen worden ingevangen.
Dit proces vindt plaats in enkele picoseconden. Deze bevindingen zijn van groot belang
voor de verdere ontwikkeling van toepassingen en apparaten met kwantumstippen als actief
medium.
In dit proefschrift zijn vervolgens de optische polarisatie eigenschappen van de kwantumstippen bestudeerd. Door de lineaire en de circulaire polarisatieafhankelijkheid van de
kwantumstippen te bestuderen door middel van zowel tijdsopgeloste reflectiemetingen als
fotoluminescentie, is aangetoond dat kwantumstippen zowel in absorptie als in emissie een
voorkeursrichting hebben voor een orintatie van de optische polarisatie. De voorkeursrichting voor lineaire polarisatie kan worden beschreven als een lineair dichroı̈sme tengevolge
van een combinatie van de geometrische anisotropie en als een anisotropie tengevolge van
de distributie van roosterspanningen rondom de kwantumstip. De onderzochte kwantumstippen blijken daarnaast echter ook een onverwacht circulair dichroı̈sme te vertonen.
Tenslotte zijn de tijdsopgeloste reflectiemetingen toegepast op kleine clustertjes van
InAs/GaAs kwantumstippen die gegroeid zijn op een (311)B GaAs substraat. De spontane formatie van deze clusters van kwantumstippen tijdens de kristalgroei is het gevolg van
een aangelegd profiel van roosterspanning in het materiaal tijdens de epitaxiale groei. De
roosterspanningen veroorzaken tevens piëzo-elektrische velden in het preparaat die vooral
zijn gelokaliseerd nabij de clusters van kwantumstippen. De relatief snelle invangst van de
ladingdragers in de clusters van kwantumstippen zorgt voor een kortstondige compensatie
van dit lokale piëzo-elektrische veld. Als gevolg van deze kortstondige maskering van het
lokale piëzo-elektrische veld worden coherente akoestische fononen gegenereerd. Deze coherente akoestische fononen zijn waargenomen doordat zij op hun beurt weer periodieke
modulaties van het lokale veld veroorzaken. Deze periodieke modulaties induceren vervolgens veranderingen in de optische eigenschappen van de kwantumstippen (Quantum
Confined Stark effect). Dit effect resulteert in het waargenomen oscillerende gedrag van
het reflectiesignaal.
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